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Abstract
This thesis presents the theory and implementation of a computer modeling tool for simu-
lating the growth of polyhedral-based molecular structures.
We are interested in the possible tetrahedral network structures of glasses and have de-
veloped a local rules based theory for modeling such structures. Based on the work of Berger
et al. [5] in which local rules are utilized in modeling the formation of virus shells from their
protein subunits, we have designed a simulation which, similarly, uses local rules to model
the formation of networks with tetrahedral subunits. Using only information about how a
given tetrahedron connects to its neighbors, we can generate large model structures quickly.
A set of local rules is, simply, a description of how a given tetrahedron is connected to its
neighboring tetrahedra. For example, in SiO 2 two tetrahedra meet at each corner. There-
fore, a set of rules would describe, for each comer of an initial tetrahedron, the relative ori-
entation of a single neighboring tetrahedron and the corner of that tetrahedron which will
be connected to the initial tetrahedron. Our algorithm takes the information given by these
rules and iteratively "grows" arbitrarily large structures. In addition to discovering possible
structures, we are able to quantify such structures according to local properties such as irre-
ducible ring counts and local cluster analysis [82]. We show that local clusters can be a use-
ful measure in differentiating seemingly similar structures (for example, crystalline cristo-
balite and tridymite) and we provide local cluster analysis for both crystalline and aperiodic
structures.
We begin our study by examining the local interactions in six silica crystalline poly-
morphs (namely quartz, tridymite, cristobalite, moganite, coesite and keatite) as well as
polymorphs for Si 3N4 and SiC. Most of these structures can each be entirely described by
a single tetrahedron and its immediate connections (we refer to this as a rules set with one
type). Moganite, coesite, keatite and a-Si3N4, by contrast, have two inequivalent tetrahe-
dron environments and require a rules set with more than one type of tetrahedron. The ir-
reducible ring counts and local cluster representation obtained for these silicon compound
structures have confirmed and extended earlier hand-modeling results [81].
By deviating slightly from the rules for any of these crystalline structures, we are analo-
gously able to model glasses that have similar local structure but aperiodic global structure.
We use a mass-spring model to minimize tetrahedral defects (bond length deviations and
X-Si-X angle deviations) by relaxing the whole structure at each incremental addition. We
present glass structures obtained by deviating from these rules using two basic techniques.
The first involves an offset in the orientation of the initial tetrahedron which effects the bond
angles achieved and the second is a deviation in the connection rotations. These structures
locally resemble their crystalline derivatives and have been analyzed for representative local
clusters, bond angle distributions, density and radial distribution function.
In addition to generating amorphous structures based on deviant rules, we model the
amorphization of network structures due to a disordering event. Many crystalline ceram-
ics can be topologically disordered (amorphized) by disordering radiation events involving
high-energy collision cascades or (in some cases) successive single-atom displacements.
We are interested in both the potential for disorder and the possible aperiodic structures
adopted following the disordering event. In order to study the response of tetrahedral net-
works to radiation, we have adopted a simple model of irradiation in which all bonds in
the neighborhood of a designated tetrahedron are destroyed, and we reform the bonds in
this region according to a set of (possibly different) local rules appropriate to the environ-
mental conditions. Component forces are applied that act to minimize the distance between
near, compatible comers and minimize the deviation from the rules. The resulting structure
is then analyzed for irreducible ring statistics, radial distribution, bond angle distributions,
underconnection and density.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As nuclear power has clearly become an economically attractive energy source, so the devel-
opment of materials for reactor construction and the disposal of nuclear waste have become
increasingly pressing issues. The problem of finding adequate structural and containment
materials has been reduced to finding materials which are stable under different types of
disordering radiation. When referring to crystals, stability is measured by amorphizability,
that is, how much radiation is needed before the material in question is no longer crystalline
(periodic). Recently there has been an interest in studying the stability of glasses in addition
to crystalline materials. Since glasses are initially aperiodic, how do we measure their sta-
bility? This is a difficult question to answer. Because glasses are aperiodic, it is difficult to
know much about their structure; standard empirical methods such as x-ray crystallography
fail to give much useful information about materials that are aperiodic. In order to learn
more about glass structure, we have developed a mathematical model. By examining the
local topological structure of glasses, we help develop a language within which to describe
aperiodic tetrahedral structures.
In addition to modeling glass structure, we are interested in modeling the amorphizabil-
ity of crystalline networks. One way to predict amorphizability is to examine networks for
available structural freedom. This topic has been extensively studied using a variety of tech-
niques. Dove et al. [23] study what they refer to as "rigid unit modes" to differentiate be-
tween networks which are constrained and those that are flexible for possible insight into
phase transition. Jacobs and Thorpe [68] develop an algorithm called "the pebble game" to
determine "floppy modes" in structures, and these floppy modes are areas presumably eas-
ier to amorphize. Gupta and Cooper [43] attempt to characterize structural freedom globally
by counting spatial freedom as a function of the structural polyhedra, connectivity and di-
mensionality. In Chapter 2 we investigate this approach for predicting amorphizability and
uncover some possible limitations.
In order to explain the differences in amorphizability under disordering radiation of var-
ious tetrahedral networks we developed a computer model for simulating assembly and re-
assembly of the tetrahedral network units. We were motivated to use this approach be-
cause hand modeling had revealed useful topological insights into possible aperiodic net-
work structures [82, 54]. Similarly, elementary constraint counting [43] had been success-
fully applied to predict relative amorphizabilities of crystalline structures and had revealed
anomalies such as the necessity of anti-site disorder in amorphization of SiC (see Chapter 2).
We use a simple algorithm to model the growth of many crystalline polymorphs which have
tetrahedral components, and with this same algorithm we model the assembly of amorphous
structures which are topologically feasible. The simulator uses local rules [5] to generate
large tetrahedral networks relatively quickly. A current alternative, molecular dynamics-
based simulations [121], yields credible results, but finding an accurate potential is often
difficult, and the simulations can be computationally expensive. Our model simulates hand
modeling for the purposes of analyzing the mathematical possibilities for the topologies of
amorphous materials. As a first step, we have concentrated on developing rules for crystal
growth (or regrowth following cascade disordering). The procedure presumes that crys-
tal growth is directed by local interactions of the tetrahedral subunits. During the growth
procedure, the orientation of a tetrahedral subunit dictates the orientation of its neighbor-
ing subunits. Different sets of local interactions, or local rules, were designed to produce
different crystal topologies.
In order to model glassy, or amorphous, structures, we merely modify the rules which
were used to erect crystalline models. In Section 5.1 we pursue different ways of modifying
crystal rules to develop "faulty" rules sets: that is, rules which will, with the addition of
optimizing springs (described in Section 5.1.2 and in more detail in Section A.5.5), generate
aperiodic structures. To model the amorphization of a precursor model (Section 5.2) we
simulate the local disruption caused by a disordering event (radiation). We take the simple
approach of breaking all the bonds in a specified region and then reforming those bonds
according to a (possibly different) set of rules.
1.1 Materials research background
1.1.1 Silica glasses
Much of this thesis is focused on the study of silica. Si0 2 is an important compound in
many scientific disciplines and technical applications. A substantial portion (12%) of the
earth's surface comprises silica in the form of mineral forms of quartz, quartz inclusions
in other minerals, and quartzite sands. Related silicates comprise almost all the remain-
der. Mineral and, more recently, hydrothermally-grown synthetic quartz have long been
used in frequency control because of the piezoelectric property of quartz [11]. Silica melts
(melting point Tm = 2001K), cooled quickly enough through a glass transition temperature
(Tg , 1333K), form vitreous silica which (like Cu, NaCl and Si) has long served struc-
tural chemists as a paradigm for a whole class of solid structures, in this case oxide net-
work glasses [142]. Vitreous silica fibers are now the favored vehicle for optical telecom-
munications [91], and amorphous silica occurs widely in nature in the skeletons of radi-
olaria, diatoms and sponges [112] and in pyrolyzed plant matter. High-silica zeolites and
clathrates [77, 89, 51] are highly porous, open framework crystalline silicas with tunnel or
cage structures synthesized around template molecules and useful as absorbants, catalysts,
and hosts for guest catalysts. Aerogels and xerogels of silica are also important as catalytic
hosts, as precursors in various processing routes for other ceramics, and for their excep-
tionally low densities [9]. Silica, as an oxidation product of silicon, is the primary insulator
dielectric in MOS electronic devices [2] and can form a critical diffusion-barrier layer in
high-temperature corrosion scales formed on silicon-bearing high-temperature metal alloys
[75].
Silica crystallizes in at least seven known compact polymorphs [47, 50] in addition to the
two classes of porous framework structures; phase transformations between them are recon-
structive and do not occur readily below the melting point, so that all are at least metastable
at room temperature. Displacive transformations occur in several which lower symmetry
from higher-temperature 03 forms (which may be dynamical averages) to lower-temperature
a forms. In six of the compact polymorphs-tridymite and cristobalite (high-temperature
forms), keatite (a hydrothermally-grown form: [74, 47]), quartz (hydrothermally-grown),
moganite (also known as the mineral lutecite: [34, 90, 48]) and coesite (a high-pressure
form: [13, 50]), as well as in the zeolitic silicalites [33] and clathrasils-silicon is coordi-
nated to four oxygens to form [SiO4 ] tetrahedra which share each of their four vertices with a
second neighboring tetrahedron ("{4,2}-connected") to form continuous tetrahedral nets. In
stishovite (another high-pressure form: [118, 50], silicon is octahedrally coordinated, with
[Si0 6] octahedra sharing vertices and edges as in the rutile structure of TiO2 . Less is known
about the structure of vitreous silica, although it is among the most studied glasses. Its
structure is almost certainly that of a continuous three-dimensional network of largely intact
vertex-sharing [Si0 4] tetrahedra [138, 137], with a low density of unshared oxygen vertices
(non-bonded oxygens, or NBOs) . Vitreous silica exhibits a broad range of inter-tetrahedral
(Si-O-Si) angles, as deduced from diffraction studies [92] and solid-state NMR [12], with
an average value - 1450, corresponding to minimum structure energy [104] Several models
have been constructed to represent the possible structure, for example by decorating with
oxygen random Si networks generated by bond switching [46] or using building algorithms
based on preserving the observed mean Si-O-Si angle (from the second peak of the experi-
mental real-space correlation function) and avoiding steric hindrances [37]; structure mod-
els have also been generated using molecular dynamics approaches [122, 121]. Crystalline
quartz can be amorphized under pressure, reversibly, though with an observed hysteresis
[49]. Pressure-induced amorphization, as well as a - P transitions, may be related to prop-
agation of accordion-like rigid unit vibrational modes [23] of undistorted tetrahedra with
minimal reconstruction.
At least four of the tetrahedral crystalline polymorphs of silica are known to amorphize
under both displacive and ionizing irradiation (quartz: [98, 18, 62, 96, 67]; tridymite &
cristobalite: [101, 102]; coesite: [39]), as well as the quartz-analogue AlPO4 [115]. Neutron
irradiation of quartz produces a 14% decrease in density (swelling), while neutron-irradiated
vitreous silica compacts by 3% to an identical terminal density [98, 99, 100]. Radiolysis of
vitreous silica likewise results in compaction [26], which has been attributed to changes in
network topology [22]. The amorphizing transformation under ionizing radiation appears
to involve a radiolytic mechanism [62] analogous to that proposed for vitreous silica [40]
in which single Si-O bonds are severed, peroxy species are generated, and the arrangement
of tetrahedra reconstructs stochastically.
1.1.2 Si 3N4 and SiC
Silicon nitride, found in a and 0 crystalline polymorphs, is an important structural ceramic
and fiber-reinforced composite matrix, while SiC, also found in two polymorphic forms a
and 0 and numerous polytypic variants, is a principal reinforcing fiber, a potential high-
temperature device semiconductor, and a leading candidate (in SiC-SiC fiber composite
form) for near-first-wall applications in thermonuclear fusion reactors.
1.1.3 Amorphization of ceramic structures
Cascade amorphization in silicas
Radiation effects in silicas were an early focus of study [76, 99]. Both crystalline [62] and
amorphous [40] forms are susceptible to radiolysis from the ionizing component of radia-
tion, resulting in a Frenkel defect comprising an oxygen vacancy (E' center) and some form
of oxygen interstitial, probably a peroxy linkage. The overall efficiency has been variously
measured at -2000 eV per stable E' center [97, 22], though transient volume expansion
has been observed with an efficiency as high as 100 eV/Frenkel pair in quartz and 1000
eV/Frenkel pair in vitreous silica [120]. Crystalline silicas eventually amorphize radiolyti-
cally, for example under fast electron irradiation [62, 96, 101] after a total absorbed excita-
tion energy density of - 1034 eV/m3 (0.6 TGy). They are likewise observed to amorphize
collisionally during neutron or ion irradiation at a displacement density of -0.1 displace-
ments per atom (dpa) [135, 98, 86, 25], corresponding to about 7 eV/atom deposited into
collisional processes (or , 5 x 1029 eV/m3) and accompanied by density changes which
amount to 14.7% dilatation for quartz [135]. An analogous compaction of vitreous silica
under neutron and ion irradiation is observed to proceed at the somewhat slower rate of
- 8 x 1028 eV/m3 per 1% compaction [100, 26] and to saturate earlier at 2.7% [135, 98, 86],
the density change correlating with refractive index changes [22].
A remarkable observation is that irradiated crystalline silica polymorphs and vitreous
silica end up at the identical terminal density of 2.26 x 103 kg/m3 [135, 98, 86] with only
small differences in radial correlations deduced from diffraction studies [110, 111, 102]. Ge-
ologically, this terminal state would be referred to as the metamict state [30], and for ease
of reference we here adopt that moniker. The average Si-O-Si inter-tetrahedral bond angle
can be deduced from the mean Si-Si correlation distance obtained from diffraction [92] or
NMR [12]. For the terminal amorphous state it is 1340 [22], which represents a decrease of
100 from that of both ao-quartz (143.60) and vitreous silica (1450 [104]). The implications
from both sets of observations are that various terminal amorphized structures are at least
similar and distinguishable from that of vitreous silica.
Cascade amorphization of ceramics
Most crystalline ceramic and semiconductor structures can be appreciably disordered and
eventually amorphized during ion implantation by radiative events involving high-energy
collision cascades, occasioning significant changes in physical and mechanical properties.
Different compounds exhibit wide variations in their critical responses with respect to both
ion fluence and irradiation temperature. Network structures, such as Si, Si0 2, SiC-useful
in many environments involving deliberate or incidental irradiation with energetic ions-
are among the most susceptible. Three questions arise in considering this variety of re-
sponses: 1) Why are some compounds more susceptible and others less susceptible to dis-
ordering? 2) What is the nature of the disordered arrangement within a collision cascade?
3) What is the final overall structure of the disordered or amorphized material?
Considerations of bond type, strength and preference have long been used to arrive at
an answer to the first question, with modest success. But bond criteria do not explain why,
for example, Si0 2 is so easy to amorphize and Si3N4 so difficult, given that both structures
exhibit significant covalent bonding and tetrahedral coordination of the Si; nor why phos-
phates, based on [P0 4] tetrahedra, should be so much more susceptible than silicates based
on [Si0 4] tetrahedra. Amorphization represents topological disordering, in which neither
translational nor rotational long-range order is preserved [42, 54]. It was shown several
years ago by Hobbs [58] that topological features of structure are consequently important
when one considers disassembly and reassembly of atoms in altered arrangements, and an
assessment of the structural constraints by various structure types is in fact surprisingly ac-
curate in predicting their relative susceptibilities to radiation disordering (Chapter 2). The
approach is to consider how the structural polytopes (e.g. preferred coordination polyhe-
dra) are connected together, and from their connectivity to establish the constraints on their
arbitrary rearrangement. The (meta)stability of the final disordered states derives from the
stochastic nature of the rearrangement process and the topological difficulty of returning to
the original or other well-ordered arrangements without wholesale atomic mobility.
An answer to the second question in binary (or higher) compounds has recently been
sought in molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations of collision cascades, for example in SiC
[19] and alkali borosilicate glasses [20]. Similarly, the answer to the third question has been
been more thoroughly explored in MD simulations of aperiodic structural arrangements, e.g.
in Si0 2 [121, 122] and Si 3N4 [121]. Application of MD approaches to the structure of melt-
quenched glasses suffers shortcomings deriving from unrealistically high quenching rates
and difficulty in accounting for long-range constraints imposed by structural topology; the
rapidly quenched collision cascade may in fact serve as the more appropriate model sub-
ject for the molecular dynamics approach! As an alternative to MD, a second approach for
simple networks involves modeling with hand- [81, 80] or computer-based [37] building
algorithms and evaluating the structural topology of the result with at least partial tessella-
tions, such as the set of irreducible rings through a polytope and the local cluster of polytopes
belonging to the ring set [81, 80].
Collision cascades are the result of stopping energetic medium- to heavy-weight ions in
solids and can effect overall structural amorphization through direct impact amorphization
[35] or cascade overlap to achieve a critical defect density [35, 128, 130, 129]. The cascade
phenomenon represents in many ways an ideal platform for topological modeling, since the
violent cascade displacements are largely uncorrelated and represent atomic randomization
followed by (in compounds) reassembly into chemically-preferred groupings whose relative
immediate dispositions are likely governed by the same sorts of local rules that also apply to
long-range-ordered crystalline assembly. This thesis (Section 5.2) reports on application of
the local-rules assembly method to model the structure of collision cascades in the network
structures of SiO2, Si 3N4 and SiC. The objective is to explore the extent to which topolog-
ical considerations alone can affect the reassembly process and provide a driving force for
recrystallization or a conduit for stochastic propagation of topological disorder.
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Figure 1.1: Vertex-sharing schemes for SiO2, Si 3N4 and SiC.
1.2 Topological representation of ceramic networks
A network is an arrangement of connected nodes that may be described mathematically
as a regular graph. Polymers [24] are one class of network structures, as are most bio-
logical molecular assemblages such as virus shells comprised of assembled proteins [5].
SiO2 , Si 3N4 and SiC are three ceramic compounds which adopt network structures featur-
ing vertex sharing of, respectively, [Si0 4], [SiN4 ] and [SiC4 ] tetrahedra. The connectivity
of [SiX 4] tetrahedra (X = O, N or C) in networks of the three compounds is illustrated in
Figure 1.1.
In silicas, each of the four vertices of an [SiX 4] tetrahedra (X = O, an oxygen atom, in
Si0 2) is shared by two tetrahedra ({4,2} connectivity); in silicon nitride (X = N) by three
tetrahedra ({4,3} connectivity); and in SiC (X = C) by four tetrahedra ({4,4} connectiv-
ity). Crystalline networks are topologically ordered [43] (Chapter 2), possessing long-range
orientational and translational order [42], which may be described in the symmetry-based
language of crystallography. The evidence from Raman spectroscopy, X-ray absorption and
electron inelastic scattering fine structures, and X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction stud-
ies is that {4,2} connectivity also obtains in vitreous silica as well, which is topologically
disordered, and cannot be described by symmetry operations. Alternative descriptions of
both periodic and aperiodic networks are possible using the topological properties which
derive from their connectivities [54].
A full topological description requires a complete tessellation, several of which have
been explored [6, 123, 21, 32, 108], but an incomplete tessellation of tetrahedral networks
based on one-dimensional rings nearly suffices and has been shown to differentiate the crys-
talline polymorphs [81]. A ring is a closed circuit along nodal connections (see Section 4.1).
A network without ring closures is a tree network whose density increases exponentially
with its continual branching of congruent elements; rings in networks are therefore a steric
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Figure 1.2: A 2-dimensional illustration of the necessity of rings in order to maintain reasonable
density.
necessity. We refer to this phenomenon as the "tree density catastrophe" as illustrated in
Figure 1.2. The topologically important rings are those minimal circuits which are not the
sum of two smaller circuits-i.e. have no short-cuts [38]-which Marians & Hobbs [83]
have dubbed primitive rings. In a two-dimensional network of vertex-sharing triangles,
each node is the juncture of three connections and is associated with exactly three prim-
itive rings whose average number of segments (size) is n = 6 (a consequence of Euler's
theorem). This is more easily appreciated if the ring segments are equivalently taken as the
triangle edges, only one primitive ring passing through each edge (Figure 1.3). In a three-
dimensional network of vertex-sharing tetrahedra (where four node connections intersect at
each node), many more rings can be associated with each node (or tetrahedron). For ex-
ample, in the tridymite or cristobalite polymorphs of silica (Section 4.1), two 6-rings pass
through each of the six edges of each tetrahedron, for a total of twelve 6-rings through each
node. The set of tetrahedra (or nodes) associated with the set of primitive rings passing
through a given tetrahedron (or node) we refer to as the local cluster [80, 54]. The local
cluster serves as an analogue of a unit cell in a crystalline structure, in that it represents the
local topological properties (rather than embodying the local symmetries), but is applicable
to crystalline and non-crystalline arrangements alike. It is therefore a useful descriptor for
silica network structures [81].
Earlier assembly exercises using hand-built models, subsequently evaluated by com-
puter algorithms from compiled connectivity tables [81, 80], were aimed at discovering the
local clusters for five of the crystalline polymorphs and exploring the extendibility of non-
crystalline arrangements. Much of this kind of modeling can now be done directly in a com-
puter of workstation size, owing to advances in both computer hardware and fast computa-
tional algorithms. Because identifying primitive rings and hand counting them in the more
complex structural modifications of silica is extremely tedious and difficult to verify, we
have now established computer-based algorithms to erect models of each of the crystalline
Figure 1.3: Two-dimensional continuous random network of triangular coordination polytopes with
highlighted local cluster of tetrahedra comprising three primitive rings.
polymorphs and then find rings and local clusters. These algorithms, which are described in
Sections 3.1 and 4.2 respectively (and in greater detail in Appendix A), have been used to
complete results from earlier hand-counting of crystalline polymorphs [81] and to illustrate
them with facility. The algorithms are also useful in exploring structural limits and, with
modification, are equally applicable to non-crystalline constructions, whose extendibility
and local clusters can likewise be assessed. Results for two non-crystalline arrangements
generated are reported in Section 5.1.
1.3 Previous results and related work
The results reported in this thesis are the synthesis of two ideologies; it is the application
of the theory of local rules (Section 1.3.2) to further and enhance the creation of a language
within which to describe silicon compounds by their local characteristics (Section 1.3.1).
1.3.1 A language for local descriptions of tetrahedral networks
In her doctoral dissertation [82], Marians develops a precise language with which one can
parameterize aperiodic structures through analysis of local characteristics. We choose to
focus on local topology to be free of any limitation of global properties such as periodicity.
She focused on certain questions which are also of interest to us.
* What arrangements of corner sharing tetrahedra are possible in 3D-space?
* How can we characterize and parameterize these networks?
* How are they constructed?
Marians successfully answers her first two questions through a long and arduous pro-
cess of hand-modeling tetrahedral network structures, painstakingly labeling each tetrahe-
dron and its corners to be able to correctly collect data from the models. This thesis serves
to validate her results and also to complete her work on polymorphs needing larger erected
model structures than was feasible by hand. By developing a local rules-based theory about
the way structures assemble, we have possible answers to all these questions. We can char-
acterize crystals by the set of rules used to generate them, we show that construction ac-
cording to these rules is feasible, and we explore the realm of possible structures through
the generation of different rules sets.
1.3.2 Theory of local rules
Local rules were first used to develop a language to help describe and simulate the assembly
of icosahedral viruses [5]. The study of virus shell structure and assembly is crucial for un-
derstanding how viruses reproduce and how anti-viral drugs might interfere with assembly
of virus shells. One of the most notable aspects of virus shells is their highly regular struc-
ture: they are generally spherical and possess strong symmetry properties without being pe-
riodic; almost all human viruses (e.g. rhinovirus, poliovirus, herpesvirus) and many plant
and animal viruses are icosahedral. These icosahedral shells are constructed of repeated
protein subunits-or coat proteins-which surround their condensed DNA or RNA genomes.
A given shell usually consists of hundreds of copies of one protein, but sometimes copies
of two or three different proteins.
At first glance, the assembly of the shells seems easy to understand because the structure
is so regular, just as are two-dimensional subnetwork tilings in aperiodic silicas in which 6-
rings predominate [80]. In fact, it has been difficult to determine the actual pathway though
which the subunits interact to form a closed shell composed of hundreds of subunits; in
icosahedral viruses this has been particularly difficult to explain because very often the same
protein occurs in non-symmetric positions.
The local rule theory can also be used to explain several anomalies, such as the poly-
omavirus shell structure and a spiraling malformations [4]. It can also be used to model
other malformations and possible aperiodic structures as a result of changing various model
parameters [107].
Berger and Muir [93, 5] developed a "toolkit" to model virus shell assembly on a Silicon
Graphics Indigo 2 computer. The toolkit has been used to explore the tolerance margins of
these shells and possible deformities that may result. The binding interactions and angles
of the shell proteins can be varied up to 8% randomly in every direction and roughly the
same shell is produced; however, if a hexagon occurs in place of a pentagon, then spiraling
occurs. Berger along with Schwartz [106] has also developed a parallel implementation
on the Thinking Machines CM-5 computer that substantially speeds up the algorithm. The
eventual goal of this work is to develop a computer simulation that allows biologists to view
and interfere with the virus assembly process on screen, a process which, like restructuring
following radiation-induced disorder, cannot be observed directly in nature.
The parallels to the problem of understanding the assembly of coordination units into
aperiodic arrangements in network structures, are strong, and the methodologies are fortu-
nately already well explored. It is clear that local rules must be similarly followed and that
the result is the propagation of persistent intermediate-range order (though not topological
order) over long distances, as has been demonstrated by Elliott [27] and is evidenced in the
first sharp diffraction peak of metamict structures. Several differences in the analogy, how-
ever, present concerns which must be addressed. First, viral shell assembly takes place on a
topologically two-dimensional surface, whereas amorphization takes place within a three-
dimensional volume. On the other hand, the surface is closed in three-dimensions and not
initially constrained to be, and Marians [81] has shown the importance of two-dimensional
subnetworks in the three-dimensional structure of network solids. Second, energy mini-
mization is accomplished with simple spring constant response. While this may be supposed
overly simplistic compared to the empirical potentials and three-body interactions employed
in molecular-dynamics simulations (e.g. [121]), it must be remembered that such codes do
not assume a priori information about coordination units which we know to exist in such as-
semblies. In fact, minimization of overall bond-length deviation proved a useful approach
for study of the results of bond-switching as an initial approach to structural collapse during
amorphization of quartz [69].
1.4 Contributions of this thesis
This thesis presents the motivation, and implementation of a computer simulation tool based
on the theory of local rules for erecting tetrahedral network structures.
* Theory of structural freedom analysis: We describe a constraint counting method to
predict amorphizability. Where this method alone does not suffice to account for vari-
ances in amorphizability, simple graph theory can help. We show that by taking an ap-
propriate dual of the graph where the atoms represent vertices and the bonds represent
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edges between vertices, there is a great difference between structures with identical
constraint counting function values.
* Local rules approach to modeling is viable: We find simple rules to govern the growth
of structures with various-sized unit-cells as a proof-of-concept for the theory of local
rules.
* Validation and completion of local cluster analysis: We confirm the previous results
for ring counts in silica polymorphs and complete counts for previously unanalyzed
silica polymorphs as well as SiC and Si 3N4 varieties.
* Amorphous networks and amorphization of crystals: We describe techniques for gen-
erating amorphous network structures as well as providing analysis of the structures
produced. Additionally, we describe a simulation for collision cascade disorder.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, We present the back-
ground for a structural freedom approach to the study of amorphizability as well as a graph-
theoretic solution to an amorphizability question unexplained by constraint counting. In
Chapter 3 we present local rules for a variety of corner-sharing tetrahedral crystalline struc-
tures. In Chapter 4 we discuss tetrahedral local structure in terms of primitive rings and local
clusters. In Chapter 5 we discuss ways to generate amorphous and amorphized structures
and we analyze the structures produced. In Chapter 6 we discuss future directions of this
work and give some concluding remarks.
1.5 Definitions and notation
For the most part this thesis will use the notation popularly recognized in the Materials Sci-
ence community when referring to crystal structure. Consequently, the a-, b- and c-axis
channels are equivalent to x, y and z respectively. Therefore a [110] view of a structure
would be that from the x = 1, y = 1, z = 0 view to the origin.
A unit cell representation of a crystal is the smallest parallelepiped region which, if re-
peated, generates the entire structure.
A ring in a network is a closed path of nodes (tetrahedra) where each node appears ex-
actly once.
A primitive ring in a network is a ring such that for each pair of nodes on the ring, the
network distance between the nodes is equal to the minimum ring-distance between them.
A local cluster for a node n in a network is the union of all the primitive rings to which
n belongs.
Chapter 2
Structural Freedom and Topological
Disorder
In this chapter, we present research in constraint counting as an approach to studying the
amorphizability of ceramic structures.
2.1 Background for structural freedom analysis
The long-range ordered crystalline state is usually the lowest free-energy form of elemental
and compound solids. Higher-energy aperiodic states, such as melt-quenched glasses, rep-
resent a failure to crystallize, and few such metastable atomic arrangements survive over
geological time scales. Irradiation-induced atomic rearrangements, such as those occur-
ring along the trajectories of swift heavy ions or in discrete collision cascades initiated by
lower-energy ion beam irradiation, can result in loss of orientational and translational or-
der ("amorphization") in a much larger range of crystalline structure types and composi-
tions [59] at temperatures below which thermally-activated diffusion processes can initiate
epitaxial recrystallization from less disordered neighboring regions. In most solids, with
low to moderate melting points, the solid may be induced to melt within a cascade and sub-
sequently quench to an amorphous state (direct impact amorphization), though recrystalliza-
tion during the rapid cooling of the cascade thermal spike may reduce or eliminate the extent
of the amorphous region; in others with high melting points (such as SiC), cascade melting
may not occur and the cascade region remains highly-disordered but still crystalline [19].
Amorphization may also occur with overlap of such highly defective regions. A few solids
(intermetallic compounds, Si, Si0 2, SiC) may be amorphized by accumulation of single
The research reported in this chapter is joint work with Linn Hobbs, A.N. Sreeram and Bonnie Berger
and was first published in [53].
atomic displacements, such as generated by above-displacement-threshold energetic elec-
trons or by radiolysis.
Quenching of a molten cascade volume is akin to glass formation (though the melt struc-
ture is likely to be much farther from equilibrium), and there is therefore likely to be a rela-
tion between glass-forming ability and ease of amorphization. In particular, the structure of
the crystal reflects the coordination preferences of the atoms involved, and the relevant ques-
tion is whether these preferences can be preserved in alternative aperiodic arrangements.
The melt is, moreover, formed within an envelope of crystalline material which provides
crystalline nucleation points, so that the ease with which the atoms can structurally rear-
range to conform to the surrounding structure is also being tested. In progressive single-
displacement amorphization, in which bonds are being broken and atoms displaced seri-
ally, one is specifically testing the redundancy of the structural constraints which specify a
crystalline structure. In all three cases, what must be evaluated is the structuralfreedom of
that crystalline arrangement of the constituent atoms which is stable at the conditions un-
der which the irradiation-induced displacement occurs (including effective temperature and
pressure within a cascade for a cascade damage mode) [58].
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Figure 2.1: Aperiodic two-dimensional structures constructed from triangle polytopes with identi-
cal connectivity, a) topologically ordered, b) topologically disordered.
Amorphization is an example of a transformation in which existing orientational and
translational order are lost. Both losses are evident in electron diffraction patterns from
amorphized solids which lack Bragg maxima and are radially symmetric. But, it is addi-
tionally important to distinguish topological disorder from simple loss of spatial correlations
which can arise from uncorrelated distortions; topological disordering implies an actual re-
structuring of the connections between structural elements (Figure 2.1). Most amorphized
structures are probably topologically disordered, but there may be cases (amorphization of
compact structures, Section 2.3) where topological order may be at least partially retained.
Amorphized structures are nevertheless not random and are still constrained by topo-
logical constructional rules and steric considerations which derive from the ways structural
elements can be connected together [54]. The connectivity, that is, how elements of the
structure are connected together, clearly determines the mechanical rigidity of a structure-
a relationship explored 130 years ago by J. C. Maxwell [87] in considering the stability of
mechanical structures-but also governs the possibility of achieving alternative extendible
structural arrangements [54].
2.2 Connectivity and structural freedom
A starting point is the identification of characteristic structural units; these are generalized as
n-dimensional (n = 1, 2, 3) polytopes, which represent bonding proclivities between the con-
stituent atoms-for example, Pauling's coordination polyhedra in ordered compounds (e.g.,
[TiO 6] octahedra in TiO 2) or polyhedra representing bonding geometries in elemental solids
(e.g., regular tetrahedra surrounding Si atoms in elemental silicon, one-dimensional rods in
a less-directionally bonded monatomic metal). Their connectivity can be characterized by
the number of vertices in the polytope, V; the average number of polytopes sharing each ver-
tex, C; and the relative proportions of corners, edges and faces of the polytopes shared with
other polytopes. In some cases, only a single polytope is present, as in SiO2 structures com-
prising corner-shared [Si0 4 ] tetrahedra; in most cases, a single kind of polytope dominates
or provides a weak link, as discussed later. Figure 2.2 illustrates some two-dimensional
structures generated from one- and two-dimensional polytopes and their respective connec-
tivities, represented as {V, C}.
A correlation exists between the extendibility of topologically-disordered arrangements
and the freedom of structuring polytopes to rearrange (structuralfreedom [54]). Cooper and
Gupta [14, 43, 41] have derived the relationship between structural freedom f and connec-
tivity {V, C}, for structures containing rigid congruent regular polytopes, as the difference
of the degrees of freedom (given by the structure dimensionality d) and the number of con-
straints imposed by neighboring structure
f = 8 -C{f- [8(8 + 1)/2V]} - (d- 1)(Y/2) - [(p- 1)d- (2p- 3)](Z/p) (2.1)
{2,31 {2,41 {2,6}
f= 0.5 f= 0 f= -1
{3,2} ~ 4,2} {3,3}
f= 0 f= -0.5 f=-1
Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional networks constructed using one- and two-dimensional structuring
polytopes, with respective connectivities and structural freedoms indicated.
where 8 is the dimensionality of the structuring polytope itself, Y is the fraction of edge-
sharing vertices and Z is the fraction of vertices sharing p-sided faces. Values of f associ-
ated with the simple two-dimensional structures illustrated are indicated in Figure 2.2. In
arrangements for which f < 0, the number of constraints exceeds the degrees of freedom,
and the structure is constrained to be crystalline; conversely, when f > 0, the structure is
underconstrained, and extendible aperiodic arrangements can be propagated. When f = 0,
a structure is exactly constrained and has excess freedom only at its peripheral boundaries.
Connectivity is thus a local property whose consequences propagate to large distances.
Values of f calculated from Equation 2.1, or from a critical subset of the local connectiv-
ities as discussed below, for a wide range of ceramic structure types are listed in Table 2.1.
Solids whose energetically favored short-range atomic arrangements yield f < 0 are over-
constrained and therefore unlikely to form topologically disordered states from the melt or
in rapid cooling of collision cascades; the redundant constraints are likewise difficult to re-
move in single displacement events or in the overlap of highly defective but still crystalline
cascades. Solids whose preferred short-range atomic arrangements yield f > 0 are certain
to be easily amorphizable, if indeed they can be crystallized to begin with, but are also likely
to recover that crystallinity with minimal thermal activation at lower temperatures. Because
too much freedom provides a means to reorder easily into lower-energy crystalline arrange-
ments, structures with f > 0 are therefore more likely to retain amorphizability to higher
temperatures.
Hobbs and Sreeram [58, 55, 63] have shown that a remarkable correlation exists be-
tween these calculated structural freedoms and the collisional damage energy expended per
atom (as calculated from TRIM codes [143] for the ion, ion energy, target involved, and the
measured critical ion fluence) required for ion-irradiation-induced amorphization in simple
ceramic structures. The damage energy was taken to be the energy deposited by the primary
ion into primary knock-on atoms less the losses to ionization and phonons in the subsequent
collision cascades. The correlation should, of course, more properly be made with the crit-
ical number of displacements per atom (dpa), but because displacement thresholds are only
poorly known for most ceramic compounds the critical collisional energy expended on dis-
placements is at least the more calculable quantity. Many authors quoting critical amor-
phization thresholds in dpa regrettably omit mentioning the displacement energy assumed.
The damage energy expenditure figure calculated from TRIM is fortunately relatively in-
sensitive to choice of displacement energy in the code.
The present contribution integrates the earlier compilations with further data which have
come available more recently, particularly on more complex structures, and from the behav-
ioral trends established attempts to identify the critical structural features which govern the
susceptibility to amorphization.
2.3 Simple compact structures
MgO (rocksalt), MgA120 4 (spinel), U0 2 (fluorite), A120 3 (corundum) and TiO 2 (rutile) rep-
resent the major classes of what could be called compact ceramic structure types. In these
structures, the structuring polytopes are typically larger units (octahedra, cubes) with large
number of vertices (V = 6,8) and high-connectivity (C = 3-6), sharing edges and faces. The
structures are therefore vastly overconstrained (f < -4) and amorphization, either from
quenching of molten cascades or from progressive removal of constraints by single dis-
placement events or critical overlap of highly-defective regions, is least likely. In fact, al-
though ion-beam-induced amorphization has been reported in MgO [88] and ox-A120 3 [88],
there are in both cases uncertain contributions from the implanted ion [144] or surface mod-
ifications [3], and for most practical purposes these highly-constrained structures are un-
amorphizable. Rock-salt structure halides cannot be amorphized at all by the single an-
ion displacements (and subsequent secondary cation displacements [52]) effected by radi-
olysis, even to levels of thousands of dpa at liquid-helium temperatures [57]. Neither can
CaF 2,, which is likewise susceptible to efficient radiolysis [56, 131], and UO2 has yet to
be amorphized by ion irradiation at low temperature [127]. The coordination propensities
determined by the highly ionic bonding tenaciously constrain these structures to crystalline
states, as in the two-dimensional {2,6} or {4,2} connectivities illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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The redundancy of constraints in close-packed metals similarly discourages amorphiza-
tion. The f = -3 value calculated for a three-dimensional {2,12} structure is certainly an
overestimate, because steric packing considerations additionally constrain the permissible
angular distributions of the twelve interatomic vectors; the same is true of lower-coordinated
body-centered cubic metals (f < -1). In fact, an amorphous phase in metallic glasses can
be sustained only with the addition of additional stabilizing elements, e.g. P in otherwise
b.c.c. Fe and Si in otherwise f.c.c. Ni [134].
The spinel structure, in contrast to the simpler rocksalt, fluorite and corundum struc-
tures, has two distinguishable cation sites and two distinguishable structuring polytopes,
octahedra and tetrahedra. Its conventional radiation resistance [31] derives from that struc-
tural complexity, its chemical complexity (six atoms in a stoichiometric unit), and large
unit cell (56 atoms), but its resistance to amorphization arises from the considerable struc-
tural redundancy in its backbone of structuring octahedra, half of whose edges are shared.
Both MgAl2O4 [141, 141] and (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Al) 20 4 [126] oxide spinels have nevertheless
been amorphized at low temperature, the latter at least under conditions where influence
of an implanted ion is minimal. Displacement-induced cation chemical disorder [15, 109]
distributed over the normally-allowed cation sites (and even the large number of intersti-
tial sites available to cations) appears to lead progressively to significant distortion of the
close-packed oxygen sublattice framework and removes many or even all symmetry ele-
ments [140]; thus, it is possible that the amorphized structure retains a topologically ordered
oxygen sublattice without necessarily retaining long-range spatial correlations.
2.4 Multiple polytope structures
Most other multi-cation ceramic structures are considerably more susceptible to amorphiza-
tion than spinels [124], suggesting that complexity alone is not a reliable indicator of resis-
tance to amorphization. In fact, not all the structural complexity may be relevant to the pos-
sibility of restructuring, and only certain structural elements may need to participate. But
which elements are critically important? The measured relative ease of amorphization can
provide a clue.
A good example is the surprisingly amorphizable [103] perovskite structure of CaTiO3 ,
which comprises a cage of corner-sharing[TiO 6] octahedra into which large Ca2+ ions are
inserted. The 12-coordinated Ca2+ ions form [CaO 12] truncated cubes which share edges
with the [TiO 6] octahedra, contributing an apparent high degree of constraint. The [TiO6]
octahedra alone, as in the ReO3 structure, contribute a modest structural freedom, f = -1,
which in fact correlates quite well with the relative ease of amorphizability of perovskites.
We therefore suggest that the corner-sharing octahedra constitute a critical weak link for
amorphization, and that the large V = 12 coordination units are less important in policing
structural stability. The latter must have at least a steric influence, so the effective structural
freedom of CaTiO3 is indicated as somewhat less than that of ReO 3.
Similar considerations apply to the [ZrOs8 ] dodecahedra in zircon, ZrSiO4, which are
held together by edge-sharing [SiO4 ] tetrahedra. The structural freedom of zircon, as indi-
cated by its even easier amorphization [125] in Table 2.1, indeed appears to be determined
by the [SiO 4] tetrahedra linkages. Zirconolite, (CaZr)Ti2O7 , one of three components of the
SYNROC formulation for proposed long-term storage of high-level radioactive waste [29],
amorphizes even more readily [73]. In this complex structure, the Ca and Zr (and actinide)
ions, with their larger coordination polyhedra, occupy sites between sheets of corner-sharing
[TiO 6] octahedra; the latter, again as in CaTiO3 , appear to serve as the weak link in struc-
tural reorganization. Wollasonite (CaSiO 3) presents an analogous situation in a still more
amorphizable structure, in which chains of edge-sharing octahedra are are linked together
by [SiO 4] tetrahedra which share only corners with each other, accounting for an amorphiz-
ability similar to that of exclusively corner-sharing structures.
The distinguishing structural feature of oxide spinels, and of their eventual amorphiza-
tion, is the cation occupation of tetrahedral and octahedral sites in the cubic close-packed
arrangement of oxygen anions. All 02- anions are equivalent, each being part of 3 octahe-
dra and 1 tetrahedron; each O is also part of three critical shared edges, and local removal of
oxygen eliminates shared edges. Removal of an O anion removes one of these shared edges.
The [MO 4] tetrahedra are isolated from each other and share only corners with [MO 6] octa-
hedra in [4,4] connectivity; the associated partial structural freedom is f = -3. The [MO6]
octahedra, with half their edges shared (Yo = 12), expectedly contribute most to structural
redundancy, with an associated partial structural freedom f = -5.5. A simple population-
weighted average for both tetrahedral and octahedral structural elements yields an overall
structural freedom f = -4.7, appropriate to its relative amorphizability in Table 2.1.
Forsterite, Mg2SiO4 , which has the olivine structure (a hexagonal analogue of the cu-
bic spinels) is nearly two orders of magnitude easier to amorphize than its cubic counter-
parts [28]. This structure introduces the additional complication that its [SiO4 ] tetrahedral
polytopes, which are also isolated from each other, share three out of their six edges and one
corner with chains of [MgO 6] octahedra. These octahedra, as in spinel, share half of their
edges, and their O vertices are again connected to 3 octahedra and 1 tetrahedron, yielding
an overall structural freedom f = -4.8, globally about equivalent to spinel. Removal of
the tetrahedral Si atoms yields octahedron connectivity {6,3}, but reduces the fraction of
shared edges Yo from 1/2 to 1/3, raising f to -3.33, still only slightly higher than for spinel
with tetrahedra similarly removed. Unlike spinel, the O anions are not all equivalent: 1/4 of
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them are part of three structurally-critical shared octahedron edges, while the remaining 3/4
are part of only one shared octahedron-octahedron edge and two less critical tetrahedron-
octahedron edges. Removal of the former, which comprise only 1/4 of the O complement,
thus destroys 3/4 of the critical octahedron-octahedron edge sharing. and this inhomoge-
neous distribution of these structural elements provides the first clue to the susceptibility of
the olivine structure to amorphization.
In spinel and olivine, the same fraction of polytope edges is edge-shared, which explains
the failure of a single globally averaged value of structural freedom to predict the large ob-
served difference in amorphizability. What is very different in the two structures is the spa-
tial distribution of the structural constraints, in this case edge sharing, a difference most
easily revealed by a graph-theoretical approach.
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Figure 2.3: This is a layered representation of the dual structure of spinel. An edge exists between
two polyhedral centers when they share an edge in the original structure.
Constraint counting in this case is not a strong enough measure to account for the wide
difference in amorphizability between the two network structures. We offer a very differ-
ent analysis which seems to give more insight into the real discrepancy. If we represent
each tetrahedron and octahedron by a node and connect the nodes wherever there is edge
sharing of adjacent polyhedra (note that there can be multiple edges shared, and therefore,
this describes a multigraph), we see in this representation that in spinel, while the tetrahe-
dron nodes remain isolated, the octahedron nodes form a strongly connected graph. Even
removal of all tetrahedral cations still leaves a rigid {6,3}-connected network of octahedra
intact, without disturbing the edge-sharing of half the octahedron edges, with a remanent
structural freedom f = -3.5 (see Figure 2.3). For olivine, on the other hand, the analogous
edge-sharing graph is highly disconnected. There are two orientations for octahedra (com-
pared to spinel, in which there is only one), which occur in alternating blocks, and the border
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Figure 2.4: A layered representation of the dual structure of olivine.
octahedra are connected to the next block only through corner sharing (see Figure 2.4). By
breaking only corner-shared connections, the olivine structure can be disconnected; thus,
there are planes of structural weakness between the octahedral blocks. We therefore suggest
that these planes of corner-shared linkages provide the weak link for amorphization, and an
effective local value of f closer to that for other exclusively corner-sharing networks.
Ewing et al. [28] have compared the amorphization behavior of Fe2 SiO4 in both its
spinel and olivine polymorphs with the result that the g spinel form is actually slightly more
amorphizable than the oc olivine form. The spinel polymorph was synthesized under pres-
sure and is unstable with respect to the olivine structure. What the experiment thus illumi-
nates is that, in enumerating the structuring elements on which to evaluate structural free-
dom, it is the preferred bonding arrangements which are relevant. We also speculate that
under disordering irradiation a solid will move towards that structural alternative with the
greater structural freedom.
2.5 Network structures
It has for some time been known that more open network structures are more susceptible
to amorphization [25] and that the susceptibility correlates with decreasing ionicity [10].
Coordination involving directed covalent bonds is, of course, lower than that about highly
charged ions, so the real arbiter is not density or bonding but, again, structural freedom
through more positive values of f as connectivity decreases. The archetypal covalent com-
pound cited is SiO2 which, in all crystalline and aperiodic forms but one high-pressure poly-
morph, comprises extended three-dimensional networks of corner-sharing [SiO 4 ] tetrahe-
dra, for which arrangements f = 0. The combinatorial geometry of such tetrahedral net-
works has been explored by Marians and Hobbs [54, 55, 81, 80], who have shown they can
be characterized by a single one-dimensional parameter, the primitive ring. The structures
of network silicas are dominated by 6-rings for higher-temperature polymorphs like cristo-
balite, tridymite, and vitreous silica; and by 8- and larger rings for lower-temperature poly-
morphs like quartz. SiO 2 is easily amorphizable by neutrons, ions, post-threshold electrons
and radiolysis at a displacement dose equivalent to about 0.1 dpa.
A1PO 4 (berlinite) [8, 115] and Be2SiO 4 (phenakite) [28] offer two multi-cation vari-
ants, berlinite being isostructural with the SiO 2 quartz polymorph and comprising a net-
work dominated by 8-rings of alternating [A10 4] and [P0 4] corner-sharing tetrahedra, and
Be2SiO 4 comprising 4- and 6-ring network arrangements of [SiO 4 ] and [BeO 4] corner-
sharing tetrahedra. AlPO4 (which also radiolyzes, and more efficiently than silicas [8, 115])
and Be 2SiO4 are scarcely less susceptible to ion-irradiation-induced amorphization than is
quartz, we surmise because of their common {4,2} connectivity and f = 0 structural free-
dom. It is revealing to compare phenakite with olivine-structure Mg2SiO4 in which tetrahe-
dra share edges as well as corners with other structural elements. As expected from consid-
eration of its greater structural freedom, Be 2SiO4 is easier to amorphize, but it also recovers
more readily in higher temperature irradiations [28]; this more facile recovery is also con-
sistent with its greater structural freedom.
B20 3, which comprises corner-sharing [BO 3] triangles with {3,2} connectivity, exhibits
considerably more freedom than such corner-sharing tetrahedral networks ({3,2} networks
in two dimensions have f = 0, as seen in Figure 2.2, and in three dimensions have one degree
of freedom more). It is, however-like the {2,2} two-dimensional network in Figure 2.2-so
unconstrained that it does not crystallize (presumably because of the entropic contribution
to the free energy), although crystal-like [B306] boroxyl 3-rings appear to comprise more
than 70% of the structure [45].
Graphite is, effectively, another two-dimensional network, comprising sheets of carbon
atoms which are 3-connected. The {3,2} connectivity listed in Table 2.1 requires some ex-
planation. As for elemental metals, one could describe this elemental structure with one-
dimensional rod polytopes, in this case with {2,3} in-sheet connectivity and f = +0.5; but
the sp 2 hydrid bonding orbitals require a 1200 C-C-C bonding angle which provides an ad-
ditional constraint. This constraint can be better accounted for by considering instead a tri-
angular structuring polytope centered on a C atom with vertices at the bond mid-points;
the connectivity of this polytope is thus {3,2}, like B2 0 3 , which in the two-dimensional
sheets yields f = 0. The measured amorphizability of graphite (15 eV/atom [1]) falls only
just above that of other f = 0 solids; the added three-dimensional constraint of the weaker
bonding between two-dimensional sheets would be expected to reduce the structural free-
dom slightly, and the amorphizability with it as observed. Silicon is the three-dimensional
elemental analogue, which could be described as a {2,4} network of rod polytopes (with
f = + 1), but the strong tetrahedral sp 3 bonding makes non-coordination tetrahedra centered
on the Si atoms with vertices at bond midpoint the appropriate choice to account accurately
for the bond-angle constraints. The resulting {4,2} connectivity yields f = 0, in keeping
with the observed [78, 79] amorphizability.
P205, comprising corner-sharing networks of [P0 4] tetrahedra, exhibits less freedom
than other tetrahedral networks, because only three of the four tetrahedron corners are shared,
so the average connectivity is only C = 1.75. P2 0 5 is an inconveniently deliquescent solid,
but lead pyrophosphate, Pb2P20 7 (2PbO.P 20 5), retains the same {4,1.75} [P0 4] connectiv-
ity, is a facile glass former, and can be grown as stable micaceous crystals. The crystalline
form amorphizes [116, 117, 105] an order of magnitude more easily than fully-connected
tetrahedral networks like Si0 2 and A1P0 4 , which is entirely consistent with the reduced
connectivity, but also suggests that the presence of the Pb ions, which coordinate as [PbO8]
and [PbO 9] polyhedra [94], has minimal influence on the amorphizability. As with CaTiO3
or CaSiO 3, the connectivity of the smaller polytope appears ultimately to govern the overall
structural freedom.
Si 3N4 and SiC complete the discussion of network structures. While each compound
exhibits two polymorphs, all feature connected tetrahedra, [SiN 4] and [SiC4] (or [CSi4])
respectively, which are connected three to a vertex in Si 3N4 and four to a vertex in SiC.
The additional tetrahedron in the {4,3} connectivity of silicon nitride compared to the {4,2}
connectivity of silica adds significant constraint (f = -1.5), and Si3N4 has not been able
to be amorphized for ion fluences corresponding to damage energies at least as high as 700
eV/atom [144] in the absence of implanted ions. By this logic, {4,4} SiC (f = -3) should
be extremely difficult to amorphize, but in fact it amorphizes easily, by ion irradiation below
about 400 K [113, 133] and fast electron irradiation below room temperature [65, 85, 66, 64],
with only about five times more difficulty than for f = 0 structure types.
There are two possible explanations for this apparent delinquency from topological im-
perative: 1) the structure is especially vulnerable to displacement of a vertex atom (all atoms
in the structure can be considered vertex atoms in one representation or another), four tetra-
hedral polytopes being destroyed in a single displacement event; and 2) the possibility of
antisite disorder in displacement cascades removes the distinguishability of Si and C, so that
the average topology becomes that of the Si structure (and for n-SiC exactly the Si struc-
ture). The first possibility must occur in Si 3N4 as well, but without apparent effect. The
second is supported by recent simulations [19] which suggest that antisite defects (about
twice as common on the C sublattice as on the Si sublattice) are by an order of magnitude
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the most common defect present in the cascade; anti-site disorder has been implicated al-
ready in electron irradiation-induced amorphization of SiC [113, 133]. Si0 2 in its cristo-
balite polymorph is but a decoration of the Si structure (O atoms at bond mid-points) and
P3-SiC a substituted silicon, so one might intuitively suppose that such a family resemblance
would extend as well to structural freedoms. The fact that SiC is amorphizable only below
400 K suggests that the calculated {4,3} f = -3 connectivity is still the governing one out-
side the collision cascade and as antisite defects anneal within it, so that the enhanced resis-
tance to amorphization at higher temperatures is in this case due to the serious topological
overconstraint, rather than to facile recovery arising from fewer constraints.
2.6 Discussion about amorphizability results
A topological assessment of structural freedom appears to serve as a surprisingly accurate
criterion for amorphizability over a wide range of ceramic structure types, so much so that
assessment is highly predictive and the anomalies noted-in graphite, Si, Mg2SiO4 and SiC-
call attention to singular structural constraints or special irradiation features: the importance
of angular constraints in bonding orbitals, the special weakness of critically-distributed cor-
ner sharing, the implication of high antisite inventory. In structures exhibiting multiple cation
environments, it is possible on this basis to identify weak links representing increased local
structural freedom and controlling the susceptibility to amorphization. A more quantitative
estimate of amorphizability for structures exhibiting such heterogeneously distributed con-
nectivities can be supplied using a network fault tolerance approach, which we are presently
pursuing. Structural topology is thus a principal arbiter of the propensity for amorphization,
affecting both restructuring of initial disorder following a thermal spike or cascade over-
lap and the dynamic recovery of crystallinity during higher-temperature irradiations. The
(smaller) variations of amorphizability with compositional changes in the same structure are
as likely to be attributable to corresponding changes in displacement thresholds and damage
cross sections as to modification of structural parameters, and the amorphizability of poly-
morphic compositions appears to be governed by the structural topology of the more stable
polymorph.
Structure Polyhedra : sharing {V, C} f Amorphization
dose (eV/atom)a
MgO Octahedra : edges {6,6} -10 5000 [88]
U0 2  Cubes: edges {8,4} -7 > 3000 [127]
ao-A120 3  Octahedra : faces, edges {6,4} -6.25 3400 [88]
MgA120 4  Octahedra : edges; {4,4} -4.7 1600 [140]
tetrahedra : corners {6,4}
TiO 2  Octahedra : edges, corners {6,3} -4 b
c.p. metal Rods: ends {2,12} <-3 b
SiC Tetrahedra : corners {4,4} -3 16 [94]
Si 3N4  Tetrahedra : corners {4,3} -1.5 >700 [144]
CaTiO3  Octahedra : cornersc {6,2}C <-1 66 [103]
ReO 3  Octahedra : corners {6,2} -1 b
b.c. metal Rods : ends {2,8} <-1 b
Mg2SiO4 Octahedra : edges; {6,4} -4.8c 38 [28]
tetrahedra : edges, cornersc {4,4}
ZrSiO4  Dodecahedra : edges;
tetrahedra : edgesc {4, 2.5}c <-0.75c 36 [125]
CaZrTi20 7  Octahedra : cornersc {6,2.6,7}c <-0.33c 30 [73]
SiC Tetrahedra : comers {4,2} < 0 16 [94]
C (graphite) Triangles : comers {3,2} < 0 15 [1]
CaSiO 3  Octahedra : edges;
tetrahedra : cornersc {4,2}' < 0 11 [25]
Be 2SiO4  Tetrahedra : corners {4,2} 0 11 [28]
Si Tetrahedra : comers {4,2} 0 11 [78]
APO4  Tetrahedra : corners {4,2} 0 10 [115]
Si0 2  Tetrahedra : corners {4,2} 0 7 [25]
Si Rods: ends {2,4} < +1 11 [78]
Pb2P2 0 7  Tetrahedra: cornersc {4, 1.75}c < +0.38c < 0.5 [105]
P20 5  Tetrahedra : corners {4, 1.'75} +0.38 b
B20 3 Triangles : corners {3,2} +1 b
a Low-temperature values of critical energy
b Not measured.
c Weak-link connectivity.
density required for amorphization.
Italicized entries based on atom-centered polytopes which are not coordination polyhedra.
Table 2.1: Coordination, connectivity, structural freedom and amorphizability for some common
structures

Chapter 3
Local rules based theory for modeling
crystal growth
Berger et al. [5] develop modeling exercises for the very analogous case of self-assembly
of proteins into virus shells according to local structural rules and using simple energy min-
imization routines. Many viral shells appear to assemble with only limited aid from cellu-
lar machinery: they seem to "self-assemble" or spontaneously polymerize and take shape
in the host cell environment. Attempts have been made to expl4in the assembly based on
the icosahedral symmetry, focusing on assembly of protein subunits which form hexamer
and pentamer building blocks with very similar neighborhoods, but some experiments have
revealed that assembly does not take place by this route and that the focus on the final sym-
metry has in fact impeded understanding how the proteins really assemble into complex
structures. The approach has been, instead, to consider what an individual protein "knows"
from an information-theoretical point of view: it might appear that each protein needs to
know something about the global structure, but in fact if the proteins assume different con-
formations during the assembly process depending on their relative positions, each protein
has enough local information to "know" where to bond. Thus a protein needs to know noth-
ing about what is going on in the rest of the structure in order to form icosahedral shells; a
combinatorial set of local rules can explain the assembly of any icosahedral virus. In fact,
for each virus structure there is a set of local rules which, starting with a single interaction
between two proteins, uniquely determines all the other interactions necessary to assemble
the entire structure.
We have adopted a similar local rules-based approach for rapid self-assembly of crys-
tal structures and adapted many of the codes developed for self-assembly of virus shells,
using tetrahedra as the building blocks instead of protein units, with several modifications.
The research reported in this chapter is joint work with Bonnie Berger, Linn Hobbs and Vinay Pulim, and
was first published in [72].
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Whereas virus-shell formation requires that proteins form a basically spherical shell (with
topologically two-dimensional rules governing assembly), we have to provide rules gov-
erning connections in three dimensions. On the other hand, the surface is closed in three
dimensions and does not have to be initially constrained to be so. (Concurrent work [106]
has rendered the virus shell codes similarly more adaptable for general final conformations
and general assembly subunits.) Unlike the bounded virus shell which is all surface, topo-
logically three-dimensional structure models need to be large enough that surface proper-
ties do not dominate. In Section 4.1 we define the local cluster of a tetrahedron node; if
we consider any node whose local cluster intersects the surface (and thus includes under-
bound nodes) as comprising part of the surface [84], then in structures such as quartz (with
63 nodes in the local cluster) quite large structural models are required. By this definition,
a 1000-tetrahedron model of quartz would comprise 78% surface and clearly needs to be
larger-well beyond the bounds of convenient hand modeling.
3.1 Local rules for self-assembly of tetrahedral net-
works
We first explain how to generate a set of rules governing the self-assembly of a tetrahedral
crystalline network and how simulated growth of the crystal is effected using these rules.
The approach is applicable to other than network structures, with coordination polyhedra
other than tetrahedra, but the treatment here will confine itself to tetrahedral networks ger-
mane to [4,n]-connected silicas (where n = 2, 3,4). The rules provide instructions of the
following sort:
* Number of types. This instruction informs the simulator how many types of inequiv-
alent tetrahedra exist; each type, while still geometrically identical to all other tetra-
hedra, follows its own set of rules. It is sometimes convenient to identify more than
one of type when, in fact, all tetrahedra are topologically identical, for example when
chirality is present or because it is easier to conceptualize the self-assembly with more
types.
* Connectivity. This instruction defines the type of polyhedron in terms of the number
of vertices (in this case "4" for a tetrahedron) and the number of additional polyhedra
connected per vertex (in this case "1", "2", or "3" for O, N, and C respectively).
* Orientation of the initial node. We define arbitrarily a canonical orientation of the
regular tetrahedron, inscribed in a unit cube centered at the origin, with vertices des-
ignated 0,1,2,3 at the four cube corners defined by Cartesian coordinate vectors [-0.5,
-0.5, 0.5], [-0.5, 0.5, -0.5], [0.5, 0.5, 0.5] and [0.5, -0.5, -0.5] (see Figure 3.1). A rota-
tion is applied to this tetrahedron to define the orientation of the initial node, defined
by rotations about the x, y, z axes of the unit cube.
* Rules for each vertex. For a given vertex, this instruction informs the simulator
about the relative orientation and type of the neighboring tetrahedra to which this ver-
tex connects, as well as the vertex designation of those neighbors whose vertices it
then shares.
In summary, given an initial tetrahedron, we need to know the rules governing the in-
teractions at each vertex. With vertex-sharing silicas, for instance, the rules for each vertex
will dictate the position of one neighboring tetrahedron.
Quartz
1
3 41
REGULAR
1
3 0 1 z 60
10 0 z -60
0 3 z 60
0 2 z -60
0 = 155.60
Figure 3.1: Local rules for assembly of idealized quartz, depicting the canonical orientation of the
initial tetrahedron and the assembly scheme for first five tetrahedra,with x-axis horizontal, y-axis
vertical, z-axis orthogonal to the plane of the illustration.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a rules file for growing idealized quartz. The first line tells the
simulator how many node types there are, where each node-type represents locally-identical
tetrahedra (in this case, there is only one type (type "0"), because every tetrahedron in quartz
follows identical rules). The second line gives the basic network connectivity; "4 1" signi-
fies a structure in which each subunit has four vertices and each vertex seeks one neighbor
(equivalently, two tetrahedra meet at each vertex). The third line indicates whether the poly-
hedron is regular (if it is not, we must additionally specify the initial coordinates of its ver-
tices). The fourth line specifies any rotation applied to the initial canonical node resolved
into rotations about x, y and z (in this case, there are none). The remaining lines specify
rules for each vertex. The first of these provides rules for vertex 0 (in this case, vertex 0
is connected to a tetrahedron of type 0 at its vertex 1), and then the rotation applied to that
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neighboring tetrahedron is explicitly given (in the example, vertex 0 is connected to vertex 1
rotated 600 around z).
How the simulator works
Given a rules file with a regular tetrahedron specified, the simulation begins with the initial
node, inscribed in the unit cube and appropriately rotated, and looks for a vertex seeking a
connection. A new tetrahedron is copied, rotated in accordance with the rules for that vertex,
and translated so that its appropriate vertex presents to the vertex seeking the connection.
For example, in Figure 3.1, the initial tetrahedron is unrotated from the canonical orientation
and, for vertex 0 seeking a connection, a new tetrahedron is copied, rotated +60' about z,
and translated so that its vertex 1 connects to vertex 0 of the initial tetrahedron. This process
is then continued for each initial vertex and then for each added tetrahedron in turn serving
as an initial tetrahedron. This process is an abstraction of what might occur chemically. We
create the rules file to adhere to certain properties such as Si-X-Si bond angle and density.
Simulations and their subsequent analyses were carried out for the most part on a Silicon
Graphics Onyx work station incorporating an efficient graphical user interface which we
developed specifically for the purpose. See Appendix A for details about the simulator.
3.2 Tetrahedral crystalline polymorphs and rules de-
scribing them
Having described the basis for the modeling simulation, we now describe the rules for six
of the crystalline forms of silica-and remark in passing on the simplicity of each rules set.
The language of local rules is constructive and at least as concise as a unit cell representa-
tion based on symmetries. This is obviously true since we could simply make a rules file
with one type of node for each node in the unit cell (with connections as per the unit cell).
The orientation of the initial node can be manipulated to replicate a specified Si-O-Si inter-
tetrahedral angle 0 (Section 3.3) or density (Section 3.4).
Before giving the rules, we offer a brief overview of how one creates a rules file and what
techniques are often helpful. When there was no physical model to work with, I could derive
most of the information needed from diagrams given in the literature ([47] is an example of
a good source). Eventually, we would like to automate the rules generation process. Ideally,
a space-group description could be converted to a rules set, and then one could modify the
rules set to "play" with amorphous structures.
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Quartz
We have already described the rules for ideal quartz in Figure 3.1. Those for ca- and P-quartz
are precisely the same except for an initial rotation. Rotating the initial tetrahedron about
the y-axis between 0 and 470 generates the full range of Si-O-Si bond angles obtainable
without underconnection (155.60 > 0 > 123.30), only a portion of which is spanned by the
(a- (0 = 143.60, initial y-offset 240) and 3- (0 = 150.90, initial y-offset 140) quartz forms.
Figure 3.2 compares 200 nodes of the structures generated for ideal quartz and a-quartz. By
changing the initial rotation and relabeling the vertices, we can also reverse the chirality of
these crystal forms.
Figure 3.2: 200 nodes of (a) idealized quartz and (b) a-quartz, assembled according to the rules files
in Figure 3.1, viewed along the c-axis 6-fold and 3-fold tunnels. The latter are obscured in a-quartz.
Cristobalite
High-temperature 3-cristobalite and HP-tridymite are formally polytypic, consisting of sim-
ilar planar sheets of 6-rings of tetrahedra alternating orientation up and down; these sheets
are stacked ABCA in cristobalite and ABA in tridymite. For idealized cristobalite, for which
the Si-O-Si bond angle is 1800, the initial node can be the canonical tetrahedron (Figure 3.3),
with the offset rotation about y between 0 and 450 in the initial orientation, yielding the range
of Si-O-Si angles between 1800 and 109.50. Initial offset about y by 230 yielded a version
with 0 = 1480, close to that of actual 0-cristobalite. The first rules file in Figure 3.3 should
be compared to that for quartz, Figure 3.1, which differs only in the generation rotation an-
gle (600 in quartz, 900 in cristobalite), though the resulting structures are vastly different
crystallographically. To emphasize the planar 6-ring stacking, we can alternatively choose
an initial tetrahedron which lies flat on the x,y plane by offsetting the canonical orientation
by -450 about x, nearly -1450 about y, and 900 about z. The rules file in a second setting
corresponding to this alternative initial offset is then shown in Figure 3.3, and 200 nodes of
the structure generated by either rules set are reproduced in Figure 3.4.
01 3
3
1
3
Figure 3.3: Two settings of the rules file for idealized cristobalite. The first setting, viewed along
[100], begins with the initial tetrahedron in the canonical orientation and differs from the Figure 3.1
rules for quartz only in the 900 assembly rotations. The second setting, viewed along [ 111 ], empha-
sizes the planar stacking, as illustrated in the depicted assembly of the first five tetrahedra.
Tridymite
The rules file for idealized tridymite (Figure 3.5) is nearly the same as for idealized cristo-
balite, except that vertex 3 is connected to vertex 3 rotated 1800 about y instead of about
x. Vertex 3 is the vertex which connects the sheets in tridymite, and rotating 180' about y
instead of x ensures that the orientation of consecutive sheet levels is inverted. One can
visualize the difference by viewing down the c-axis and noticing (in comparing Figures
3.3 and 3.5) that, whereas for cristobalite the node connected to vertex 3 can be seen, in
tridymite it cannot. 200 nodes of the idealized structure have been assembled in Figure 3.6.
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Cristobalite
1
41
REGULAR
0 1 z 90;
0 0 z -90;
0 3 z 90;
0 2 z -90;
Cristobalite
1
4 1
REGULAR
x -45 y 35.2 z -90
0 1 x 180 ;
0 0 x 180
0 2 x 180 ;
0 3 x 180 ;
Figure 3.4: 200 nodes of idealized cristobalite, assembled according to either rules file in Figure 3.3
and viewed along [I 11].
A version closer to actual HP-tridymite can be generated by
dron offset about z from 900 to 68.10 (average 0 = 149.50).
decreasing the initial tetrahe-
Figure 3.5: Local rules for assembly of idealized tridymite, to be compared to the second setting of
cristobalite rules in Figure 3.3. The depicted projection obscures the position of the fifth tetrahedron
behind the initial tetrahedron.
Moganite
Moganite has been envisioned as alternating unit-cell slices of left- and right-handed quartz
[47] and superficially resembles quartz. Topologically, it is quite distinct. There are two
topologically inequivalent tetrahedron sites and four distinct tetrahedron orientations, but
we have chosen to assemble the structure with six types in the rules file (Figure 3.7) to render
the conceptualization easier. The rules for adding to each vertex may call for any of the six
types, as stipulated in the first column of the last four lines of each rules set. For idealized
Tridymite
1
41
REGULAR
x -45 y 35.2 z -90
0 1 x 180 ;
0 0 x 180 ;
0 2 x 180 ;
0 3 y 180 ;
V
Figure 3.6: 200 nodes of idealized tridymite, assembled according to the rules file in Figure 3.5,
viewed down the c axis.
moganite, the initial node orientations are the canonical one and one rotated 900 about x. We
can additionally describe "P-" and "a-" moganite variants by using initial offset rotations
for quartz of 140 and 240 respectively about y. Figure 3.8 shows 200 nodes of the idealized
structure.
Keatite
Establishing rules to generate keatite proved significantly more difficult than for the other
polymorphs. Keatite is unique among compact crystalline silica polymorphs in that it is
composed of odd-size rings. (The open-framework clathrate silicas may also have odd rings
to generate the curvature necessary to form their cages: [119]). Also, whereas quartz forms
3-fold and 6-fold spirals, keatite makes 4-fold spirals. Like moganite and coesite, there are
two topologically-inequivalent tetrahedra, which we have chosen to model with three types
in the assembly rules file (Figure 3.9). 200 nodes of the assembled structure are shown in
Figure 3.10.
Coesite
Coesite is the densest vertex-sharing silica polymorph. Its structure consists of chains of
4-rings comprising two topologically distinct tetrahedra. The easiest way to formulate the
assembly rules appears to require four node types, pairs of which are identical with respect
to local topology and their local clusters. The major task presenting itself was to arrive at
a simple set of rules to generate the chains of 4-rings, then to establish augmented rules
leading to proper chain interconnection. The resulting rules file appears in Figure 3.11, and
200 nodes of the assembled structure in Figure 3.12.
SiC
The rules for silicon carbide require that each corner find three neighboring tetrahedra. For
P-SiC there are actually no rotations necessary since every tetrahedron lies in the same rel-
ative orientation. Therefore, the rules for P-SiC which can be seen in Figure 3.13 are the
simplest. Figure 3.14 illustrates a 200 tetrahedron model. For a-SiC, notice in Figure 3.15
that corner 3 (the connection between sheets) has its neighboring tetrahedra rotated 1800 to
get the two different orientations of tetrahedra. Figure 3.16 illustrates a 200 tetrahedra on
model.
Silicon Nitride
[-Si3N4 : It was surprising to discover that a crystal with a significantly larger unit cell
needed only one node-type to define its rule set. These rules can be seen in Figure 3.17
with the corresponding assembly shown in Figure 3.18.
a-Si 3N4 : The rules to generate a-Si 3N4 are more complicated than those for P-Si 3N4 . We
have found that four node-types are needed to describe this particular topology. The rules
for this structure are in Figure 3.19 with the corresponding assembly shown in Figure 3.20.
3.3 Bond-angle limitations for silica
The advantages of computer-based self-assembly over hand-built modeling are numerous
and apparent. Apart from being faster and less cumbersome, the simulation automatically
yields the complete adjacency matrix from which all topological information can be easily
derived. Because the coordinates of all atoms in a given structure have been recorded, it is
easy to compute and display bond-angle distributions and pair-correlation functions (also
known as radial distribution function, this is the distribution of distances between pairs of
atoms). The topology is also readily accessible, as pursued in Section 4.1. In particular, it
is straightforward to explore the limits on bond angles within a given topology. The intra-
tetrahedral O-Si-O bond angle is 109.50 unless the [SiO 4] tetrahedra distort, which is a con-
sideration in ensuring connectivity in our models of amorphous silicas presented in Sec-
tion 5.1. The energy of the inter-tetrahedral Si-O-Si bond angle 0 is relatively invariant over
the range 1300 < 0 < 1800 [104] which spans the topological units of 3-rings (0 = 130.5
for three oxygens and three silicons in a plane) to the regular (but slightly puckered) 6-rings
(0 = 1800) of idealized P-cristobalite and HP-tridymite. Larger rings exhibit 0 < 1800, and
further puckering otherwise reduces 0. Table 3.1
choice of rules files.
lists the Si-O-Si angles resulting from our
Polymorph Node Si-O-Si 00 Ave Si-O-Si 0' Model Density
x 103kg/m3
ideal-Cristobalite 0 180 180 1.92
P-Cristobalite 0 148 148 2.17
a-Cristobalite 0 145.3 145.3 2.33
ideal-Tridymite 0 180 180 1.92
HP-Tridymite 0 138.8 (3), 180 149.5 2.22
x-Tridymite 0 123.7 (3), 180 137.8 2.54
ideal-Quartz 0 155.6 155.6 2.37
[-Quartz 0 150.9 150.9 2.51
a-Quartz 0 143.6 143.6 2.77
Keatite 0 147.8, 150.5 (2), 164.0 154.6 2.61
1 147.8 (2), 164.0 (2)
ideal-Moganite 0 143.6 152.7 2.24
1 180 (2), 143.6 (2)
3-Moganite 0 139.8 (2), 146.5 (2) 149.5 2.39
1 139.8, 148.5, 165.9 (2)
a-Moganite 0 125.2 (2), 143.9 (2) 137.5 2.72
1 125.2, 143.9, 146.3 (2)
Coesite 0 140.9, 144.7, 148.9 (2) 150.8 2.82
1 144.7, 148.9 (2), 180
13-Si 3N4  0 109.5, 120, 125.1x2 119.8 3.29
a-Si 3N4  0 110.6, 114.2, 117.2, 118.1
118.2, 118.4, 119.6, 124.9
1 111.7, 113.1, 116.8, 120.3
120.6, 122.2, 123.0, 124.9
118.3 3.22
2 110.5, 115.6, 116.9, 117.3
117.8, 117.8, 117.8, 124.8
3 111.7, 113.1, 117.1, 117.7
117.9, 118.4, 119.6, 124.5
13-SiC 0 109.5 109.5 3.21
a-SiC 0 109.5 109.5 3.24
Table 3.1: Si-X-Si Angles and Densities for Rules-Generated Crystal Polymorphs
The topological limits on quartz deduced from our modeling are 123.9 < 0 < 155.6.
Experimentally, 0 in P-quartz is somewhat less (150.90) than the extremum and drops to
143.60 well below the a - P transition temperature [139]. For cristobalite, the topological
limits are 109.5 < 0 < 180. In tridymite, a structural distortion yielding all identical Si-O-
Si angles 0 < 1800 (as in -cristobalite, 0 = 148') appears impossible to achieve; attempts
using initial offsets deviating by 100 about x and 170 about z from the idealized configura-
tion yielded 0 = 1480 for all Si-O-Si bond angles and preserved tetrahedra but resulted in
underconnection. Connectivity in our model of HP-tridymite was achieved by maintaining
one Si-O-Si angle at 0 = 1800, while the applied offset rotation of 68.10 about z lowered
the other three to 0 = 138.80, resulting in an average (0 = 149.50) intended to replicate the
measured average for actual HP-tridymite (0 = 149.20). An extreme tridymite version can
be generated in the same way by decreasing the initial tetrahedron rotation about z still fur-
ther to 600, yielding the minimum Si-O-Si angle (0 = 123.80) obtainable without puckering
of the sheets.
Keatite, moganite and coesite each exhibit several Si-O-Si angles; our model averages
were 0 = 154.60, 152.70 and 150.50 respectively for the idealized forms. Moganite achieves
one (physically unrealistic) minimum bond angle of 0 = 92.60 as a limit at an inflection point
of 470 offset about y (by inflection, it is meant that by altering the initial offset angle any
further, the angle begins to increase again). The geometrical constraints in keatite appeared
to preclude much latitude in the choice of initial node offset or consequent bond angles.
3.4 Density
Model densities are calculable from the the Si-O distance, the number of tetrahedra in the
model, and the model structure volume. Two methods were employed. In the first, the vol-
ume of the convex hull (largest polyhedron with triangular faces containing all the nodes) of
the entire model structure was determined by summing the volumes of the pyramids defined
by each surface triangle and an interior point. This method consistently overestimated the
volume for the model sizes used. In the second, a sphere somewhat smaller than the convex
hull was centered randomly in turn on 10 interior nodes and the number of tetrahedra en-
closed by the sphere in each case counted and averaged. With both methods, large models
provide a more accurate measurement than smaller models because of the difficulty in cal-
culating the volume contribution of tetrahedra lying near the spherical surface, and models
comprising at least 1500 tetrahedra were employed for density determinations.
Model densities calculated by the second method, using an Si-O bond distance of 0.161
nm [36] for all models, are reported in Table 3.1. Our self-assembled model of P-quartz,
with the initial offset chosen to replicate the observed Si-O-Si bond angle 0 = 150.90, yielded
a density of 2.51 g/cm3 compared to the experimental value of 2.53. Our self-assembled
model of ao-quartz, with the initial offset chosen to replicate the observed Si-O-Si bond an-
gle 0 = 143.60, yielded a slightly higher density (2.77) than the experimental value (2.65).
The density of our model of b-cristobalite with 0 = 1480 was only slightly smaller (2.17)
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than the experimental value (2.21). The density of our HP-tridymite model (2.22) was also
fortuitously close to the experimental value (2.18). Density was in all cases found to de-
pend sensitively on initial offset; for example, the extreme version of tridymite, with an
initial node offset only 8' greater about z than for our HP model, yielded a density of 2.54.
To compute the density of the Si 3N4 models we used bond length of 0.173 nm and found
the density of the a-Si 3N4 model to be 3.22 and the P-Si 3N4 to be 3.19. For SiC we used
a bond length of 0.188 nm to yield a density of 3.21 for the P-SiC model and 3.24 for the
a-SiC model.
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Moganite
6
41
REGULAR
5 1 z 135 ;
4 0 z 135 ;
1 2 z -135 ;
2 2 z -135 ;
41 3
REGULAR
x 90 ;
1 1 z -135 ;
2 0 z -135 ;
4 3 z 135 ;
5 3 z 135 ;
41
REGULAR
x 90 ;
4 1 z -90 ;
3 0 z 135 ;
0 2 z 135 ;
4 2 z -90 ;
41 <
REGULAR
x 90 ;
0 1 z -135 ;
1 0 z 90 ;
1 3 z 90 ;
3 2 z -135 ;
41
REGULAR
3 1 z 135 ;
5 0 z -90 ;
0 3 z 135 ;
5 2 z -90 ;
41
REGULAR
2 1 z 90 ;
0 0 z -135 ;
2 3 z 90 ;
3 3 z -135 ;
Figure 3.7: Local rules for assembly of idealized moganite using six node types corresponding to
two inequivalent tetrahedron environments (shaded and unshaded). Two initial tetrahedron orienta-
tions are used, related by a 900 rotation about the horizontal x-axis.
AhiL
Figure 3.8: 200 nodes of idealized moganite, assembled according to the rules file in Figure 3.7 and
viewed down the b axis, in which projection tunnels remain, whereas the c-axis tunnels analogous
to quartz are blocked. The colors correspond to the six different node rules in the rules file.
Keatite
3 41 41
REGULAR REGULAR REGULAR
z 45 y -24 ; x -20 z 45 ; z 45 y -24 ;
1 0 z 180 ; 0 0 z 180 ; 1 1 z -90 y 180;
1 2 z 90 ; 2 0 y 180 z 90; 1 3 y 180 ;
0 3 z 90 ; 0 1 z -90 ; 2 3 z 90 ;
0 2 z -90 ; 2 1 y 180 ; 2 2 z -90 ;
Figure 3.9: Local rules for assembly of keatite, using three node types corresponding to two in-
equivalent tetrahedron environments (shaded, unshaded). The arrow represents a four-fold spiral
out of the plane of the illustration.
t~51~
1W 1
Figure 3.10: 200 nodes of keatite, assembled according to the rules file in Figure 3.9, viewed down
the four-fold spiral. The three colors correspond to the three different node rules in the rules file.
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Coesite
2
4 1
REGULAR
x -45 y -138 ;
1 1 z -90 ;
1 0 z 90 ;
0 2 z 180 ;
3 3 z 90 ;
4 1
REGULAR
x -45 y 180
0 1 z -90
0 0 z 90 ;
3 2 z 180 ;
2 3 z -90 ;
41 A
REGULAR
x -45 y 180 x 180 ;
2 1 z 90 ;
2 0 z -90 ;
1 2 z 180 ;
0 3 z -90 ;
Figure 3.11: Local rules for assembly of coesite, the densest [4,2]-connected network silica, using
four node types corresponding to two inequivalent tetrahedron environments (shaded, unshaded).
41
REGULAR
x -45 y -138 x 180 ;
3 1 z 90 ;
3 0 z -90 ;
2 2 z 180 ;
1 3 z -90 ;
Figure 3.12: 200 nodes of coesite, assembled using the rules file in Figure 3.11. The four colors
correspond to the four different nodes rules in the rules file. The planes containing the strings of
4-rings are parallel to the plane of the illustration.
Figure 3.13: Local rules for assembly of j-SiC, the simplest [4,4]-connected network silicon com-
pound
Beta-SiC
1
43
REGULAR
0 1 ; 0 2 ; 0 3
0 0 ; 0 2 ; 0 3
0 0 ; 0 1 0 3
00 ; 0 1 ; 0 2
Figure 3.14: 200 nodes of 3-SiC, assembled using the rules file in Figure 3.13.
Alpha-SiC
1
4 3
REGULAR
x -45 y -144.8 z 90 ;
0 1 ; 0 2 ; 0 3 z 180 ;
0 ; 0 2 ; 0 3 z 180 ;
0 ; 0 1 ; 0 3 z 180 ;
0 0 z 180 ; 0 1 z 180 ; 0 2 z 180 ;
Figure 3.15: Local rules for assembly of a-SiC
Figure 3.16: 200 nodes of a-SiC, assembled using the rules file in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.17: Local rules for assembly of P-Si3 N4
Figure 3.18: 200 nodes of P-Si 3N4, assembled using the rules file in Figure 3.17.
Beta-Si3N4
1
4 2
REGULAR
z 45 ;
0 1 y 60; 0 2
0 0 y -60 ; 0 2 y -60
0 1 y 60 ; 0 ;
0 3 y 120 ; 0 3 y -120 ;
Alpha-Si3N4
4 2
REGULAR
x -45 y 29
1 0 ;
1 1 ;
2 0 y 60
0 3 y 120
2 2 y -60
3 2 y 60;
; 3 0 y -60
0 3 y -120
4 2
REGULAR
x -45 y 29 x 180 ;
00 ; 2 2 y -60 ;
0 1 ; 3 2 y 60;
2 1 y 60 ; 3 1 y -60 ;
1 3 y 120 ; 1 3 y -120 ;
4 2
REGULAR
x -45 y 29 ;
2 0 y 120 ; 0 2 y 60 ;
2 1 y 120 ; 1 2 y 60 ;
0 1 y 60 ; 1 1 y -60 ;
3 3 y 120 ; 3 3 y -120 ;
Figure 3.19: Local rules for assembly of a-Si 3N4
Figure 3.20: 200 nodes of a-Si3N4, assembled using the rules file in Figure 3.19.
4 2
REGULAR
x -45 y 29 x 180 ;
3 0 y -120 ; 0 2 y -60 ;
1 1 y -120 ; 1 2 y -60 ;
0 0 y 60 ; 1 0 y 60 ;
2 3 y 120 ; 2 3 y -120 ;
Chapter 4
Analysis of the structures produced
The advantages to using computer hand modeling over hand modeling [82] are numerous.
Aside from being faster and less cumbersome, the simulation automatically yields the adja-
cency matrix from which most analyses can be easily performed. Because we have recorded
the coordinates of all the atoms in a given structure, we can easily compute bond angle
distributions and pair-correlation functions. Another way to describe network structures is
by analyzing the irreducible rings. However, often times ring distributions are not enough
to differentiate structures, so we would like to get information about individual local clus-
ters [82].
4.1 Rings and local clusters
With hand modeling, rings need to be identified by tedious inspection, and it is often difficult
to ascertain if they are indeed primitive. Ring analysis can be carried out more efficiently
and accurately by computer using ring-finding and testing algorithms. For hand modeling,
these require first establishing connectivity tables for the models; for computer-based self-
assembly, the adjacency matrix provides the connectivity information directly.
Global ring distributions are usually what are computed for glass structure models but
are seldom adequate to describe the full topological properties of a given network and are
not sufficient to differentiate structures; both tridymite and cristobalite contain only prim-
itive 6-rings, for example. More useful is a description of the local topology provided by
the set of tetrahedra associated with the primitive rings which pass through a given node
(tetrahedron). We define this set as the local cluster of a tetrahedron [80].
The research reported in this chapter is joint work with Bonnie Berger, Linn Hobbs and Vinay Pulim.
Some of the material first appeared in [72]. The other results on silica local clusters appeared in [61] and
results for SiC and Si 3N4 first appeared in [71]
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4.2 Ring-finding algorithms
Three formal definitions are required in order to establish a consistent enumeration of net-
work ring content; we use those of [80]. A ring is a connected sequence of either edges or
tetrahedra (nodes); formally, a ring in a network is a closed path where each node on the path
appears exactly once. For vertex-sharing tetrahedra, rings through the edges of the tetrahe-
dra and rings through the center of the tetrahedra (nodes) are topologically equivalent; the
former must be defined to exclude the tetrahedra themselves (i.e. no more than one edge of
a tetrahedron can be part of a ring). A local cluster of a node n is the union of all nodes that
are in some primitive ring of node n.
There are several different definitions extant for what we refer to as primitive rings,
which has caused confusion in the literature. One definition often used is the following:
given node n and a neighboring node m, for each neighbor k of node m, a primitive ring
through n can be found by taking the shortest path (or paths, if there is more than one of
that shortest length) between n and k which does not use m. Such rings have been called
"minimal rings" by Guttman [44]. Marians' [82] definition is less restrictive and more in-
clusive: a ring in a network is primitive if at least one of the two paths between any pair
of nodes of the ring is a minimal path. This is effectively the same definition adopted by
Goetzke and Klein [38], although their their terminology differs from ours (they define as a
"ring" what we call a primitive ring, and a "cycle" to be what we call, in general, a ring.)
The formal definition adopted for a primitive ring is constructive in that it yields directly
the following simple approach to finding the local cluster. First, we enumerate all rings
which include n. This enumeration can be achieved by conducting a breadth-first search
(enumeration of closest nodes first [17]) from node n and finding all simple paths terminat-
ing at node n, where a simple path has no node appearing more than once. We confirm that
a ring is primitive as follows: For each pair of nodes on the ring, we ascertain that the graph
distance between them is equal to the minimum ring distance between the two nodes (there
are two paths between each pair of nodes on a ring). By eliminating all non-primitive rings,
what remains is the local cluster for node n.
Goetzke & Klein suggest an efficient algorithm for determining all the (primitive) rings
in a network, which proceeds as follows:
1. Compute a distance matrix such that the graph distance between nodes i and j appears
in row i column j. They suggest computing these distances by computing all pairs of
distance 1 (first neighbors), then all pairs of distance 2, then all pairs with distance 3,
etc.
2. Fix an edge e and perform step 3 (below). Remove e from the graph. If fewer than 3
edges remain, finish. Otherwise, examine the distances in the new graph; if a distance
between the two nodes is greater than their distance in the previous graph, change the
respective value in the distance matrix to the value "infinite." Repeat step 2.
3. Determine all rings containing e. Start with rings of length 3 and stop if length (2d + 2)
has been reached (where d is the maximum distance in the distance matrix, also called
the diameter of the graph). For determination of rings with length X, the following
procedure is used: Mark one of the two nodes of the fixed edge e as a starting point;
choose an arbitrary node not yet considered with distance X/2 to the the starting point.
Try to find two distinct paths between the chosen node and the starting-point, alter-
nating step-by-step from one path to the other.
Goetzke & Klein do not provide a rigorous running-time analysis for their ring-finding
algorithm; however, it is easily sketched out. Step 1 requires, by use of a simple data struc-
ture, O(n3) time, where n is the number of nodes of the network, since it computes approx-
imately an n x n matrix of distances, and finding the shortest path can take as long as O(n).
Step 2 merely cycles though the edges and checks the distance matrix and possibly recom-
putes the distance matrix (requiring O(mn2) time, where m is the number of edges in the
network). Step 3 requires, for each distance X, a search of the distance matrix for nodes
of distance X/2 from the chosen endpoint of e; then finding an appropriate ring containing
this edge and another node (for which O(d 2 + n2) time can probably be achieved by sort-
ing the distances and not having to search the entire matrix for each length). Altogether, for
large networks, the initial computation of the distance matrix is most time-consuming and
the limiting factor.
Since we would rather concentrate on what Goetzke & Klein refer to as "rings of in-
terest," we let the user define the maximum length of a ring to search for (where maximum
length < 20 appears reasonable). Also, instead of computing all the rings in the entire struc-
ture, we simply compute the local clusters for individual nodes (in other words, we ignore
step 2 and do only step 3). Our algorithm then proceeds essentially as follows:
1. Define Ni(n) to be the number of nodes of graph distance i to node n. For a chosen
n, compute an all-pairs distance matrix of size D x D, where D = i=1...dNi(n) and
d is half the user-specified maximum ring length. The D x D matrix includes all-pair
distances for nodes within distance d of node n. We may use an all-pairs shortest path
algorithm of our choice; we chose a variation of Dijkstra's algorithm for simplicity
[17].
2. Find a ring containing n. This is done by performing a breadth-first search from n back
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to n; if the search is longer than the longest ring of interest, start a new search. Ascer-
tain that this ring is primitive by comparing the shortest ring distance between each
pair of nodes to their actual shortest distance as computed in Step 1. If it is primitive,
enqueue the ring.
For our Step 1, the running time for computing the distance matrix is O(D 3 ), using a
simply implemented data structure. Generally, we have restricted our "rings of interest" to
length 15, which means d = 8, so this step is rather fast. In our Step 2, enumerating all
rings is related to the square of the size of the local neighborhood D (sum of all the nearest
neighbors up to Nd). Eliminating rings that are not primitive takes time related to the square
of the length of the ring (to look up the distances of all pairs on the rings).
Goetzke & Klein do not provide a formal proof of the correctness of their algorithm for
finding primitive rings. We suggest that such a proof is not necessarily obvious from their
algorithm. In their Step 3, they use a time-saving technique. They offer that enqueuing all
the rings and then dequeuing all that are not primitive is too expensive, so they look for prim-
itive rings as they go. However, the technique they use, while certainly finding only primi-
tive rings, may fail to find all primitive rings. The discrepancy arises because, in consider-
ing a ring of length X, they find the "chosen point" at distance X/2 from the starting point.
They then find two non-intersecting paths of length X/2. There is, however, allowance in
the definition of a primitive ring for one path on the ring to be larger than the shortest path
distance. It is not clear how their procedure will find these rings as well (for example, for
another chosen edge e in a future iteration of their Step 3), whereas ours surely does because
we enumerate all rings for each node in turn.
4.3 Local clusters of silica polymorphs
Our contention is that all topological information is embedded in the local cluster defined
by the set of primitive rings passing through a node. Certainly, for crystals, we have shown
in Section 3.1 that the local rules contain all the information for the entire structure, so cer-
tainly the local cluster (which is larger than the set of tetrahedra necessary to describe the
local rules) contains that information. What local clusters provide that local rules do not is
a language to describe non-crystalline structures. The rules for generating non-crystalline
structures may, in fact, also be simple (Section 5.1), but the optimization applied to the rules
to obtain connected structures will, in most cases, occasion different local clusters at each
node. Obtaining a complete local topology, as represented by the local cluster, is therefore
essential for non-crystalline arrangements and of interest for crystalline arrangements. The
local cluster functions somewhat as does the unit cell for a crystal in specifying the local en-
vironment; a larger, more inclusive non-primitive unit cell is often the more intuitive choice
for representing local symmetries, and in the same way the local cluster is the more intuitive
choice for distinguishing the local topologies, even in crystals. The local clusters for non-
crystalline structures specifically define the critical intermediate-range order.
Cristobalite Tridymite
29 nodes 27 nodes
12 6-rings 12 6-rings
Figure 4.1: Local clusters for cristobalite and tridymite, viewed down [111] and the c axis, respec-
tively. The red tetrahedron is the central node. The clusters both contain 12 6-rings through the
central node, one of which is highlighted, but differ in number of tetrahedra.
The local clusters for tridymite and cristobalite are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Every tetra-
hedron in either structure is equivalent, and each local cluster comprises 12 6-rings (one of
which is highlighted), two through each edge or 12 through each node. The sizes of the two
clusters are different and distinguish the two polymorphs: the local cluster of tridymite con-
tains 27 nodes, while that of cristobalite contains 29. These are the two least dense compact
crystalline forms.
In quartz, the structure is dominated by 8-rings (Figure 4.2), with a local cluster of 63
equivalent tetrahedra comprising 6 6-rings and 40 8-rings. The 6-rings are joined in two
distinct non-contiguous locations, and this conjunction-together with the requisite bond
angles-forces the structure to have 8-rings. The 8-rings (one of which is highlighted) are
more highly convoluted than is possible for 6-rings; that convolution is responsible for the
denser packing of tetrahedra in quartz. Moganite has a structure closely related to that of
quartz, but with the c-axis channels filled owing to the presence of 4-rings. In each of its two
inequivalent local clusters (Figure 4.3), 8-rings dominate, but 6-rings (highlighted) define
much of the structural framework. The two clusters are very different in size, the larger
second cluster having 50% more 8-rings.
Keatite has a very different local structure from that of quartz, with two inequivalent
tetrahedra. It was found that keatite was easier to model with three sets of tetrahedra, two
63 nodes
40 8-rings
6 6-rings
Figure 4.2: The local cluster of quartz, comprising 63 nodes and containing 40 8-rings and 6-rings.
A convoluted 8-ring is highlighted.
of which were discovered to be equivalent; the local clusters associated with these two in-
equivalent sites are depicted in Figure 4.4. The ring contents comprise 3 5-rings, 5 7-rings
and 6 8-rings for one site, and 4 5-rings, 4 7-rings and 4 8-rings for the other. Like moganite,
while each local cluster features the same kinds of rings, the two clusters are very different
in size. The existence of 5- and 7-rings in crystalline keatite is noteworthy because of the
more customary association of odd-membered rings with aperiodic networks.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the two inequivalent local clusters for the densest tetrahedral crys-
talline form, coesite, associated with respectively 75 and 81 tetrahedra and each comprising
4-, 6-, 8-, 9-, 10-, 11- and 12-rings. The last two dominate, and examples are highlighted.
Table 4.1 lists the number of first through fourth (N1-N 4) network neighbors, local clus-
ter content and network dimension, and primitive ring content for the compact crystalline
silica polymorphs in order of decreasing density. Tetrahedra in all tetrahedral polymorphs
will have 4 first neighbor tetrahedra, 12 second neighbor tetrahedra (N2) unless 3- or 4-rings
are present, 3 -N2 third neighbor tetrahedra (N3 ) unless 5- or 6-rings are present, and 3 -N3
fourth neighbor tetrahedra (N4), unless 7- or 8-rings are present. The local clusters, which
all truncate within the fifth neighbor shell, are quite compact, the large number of 8-rings in
quartz and even larger rings in coesite being responsible for the higher number of tetrahedra
in their local clusters.
Polymorph Stability Density Primitive Ring Content N1 N2 N3 N4 Local Cluster
Regime Cluster Dim.
(node 0) 2 4-rings, 2 6-rings, 2 8-rings,
8 9-rings, 2 10-rings, 4 10 22 47 75
high pres. 3.01 10 11-rings, 9 12-rings
Coesite (3.55-7.6 GPa) 6
(node 1) 2 4-rings, 1 6-ring, 2 8-rings,
10 9-rings, 3 10-rings, 4 10 23 47 81
12 11-rings, 9 12-rings
Quartz low temp. a 2.65 6 6-rings, 40 8-rings 4 12 30 52 63 4
(< 1140K) p 2.53
(node 0) 2 4-rings, 4 6-rings, 12 8-rings 4 10 24 40 33
Moganite low temp. 2.62 4
(node 1) 1 4-ring, 4 6-rings 18 8-rings 4 10 24 41 45
(node 0) 3 5-rings, 5 7-rings, 6 8-rings 4 12 29 50 43
Keatite low temp. 2.50 4
(node 1) 4 5-rings, 4 7-rings 4 8-rings 4 12 26 48 31
Cristobalite high temp. a 2.33 12 6-rings 4 12 24 42 29 3
(1743-2001 K) P 2.21
Tridymite high temp. "a" 2.26 12 6-rings 4 12 25 44 27 3
(1140-1743 K) HP 2.18
Metamict low temp. 2.26 n - 6
Vitreous high temp. 2.21 n < 6
(Tg - 1333K)
Table 4.1: Silica Polymorph Topology
33 nodes 45 nodes
12 8-rings 18 8-rings
4 6-rings 4 6-rings
2 4-rings 1 4-ring
Figure 4.3: The two local clusters of moganite, corresponding to the two inequivalent tetrahedron
environments. The clusters both contain 4-, 6- (highlighted) and 8-rings, with the latter dominant,
but differ in ring counts and number of tetrahedra.
4.4 Local clusters for SiC and Si3N4
Local clusters may also be used to describe the local structure of silicon carbide and silicon
nitride. Because of the higher branching involved with the breadth-first search in the ring-
finding algorithm, sometimes it is easier to restrict the size of "rings of interest" even further.
Because the branching factor is so much higher in SiC and Si3N4 (that is, the degree of their
underlying graphs is higher and therefore, the nearest neighbor numbers Ni are much higher
than those in Si0 2) the local neighborhoods in these structures are bound to be much higher.
In order to save time, we restrict our rings of interest in Si 3N4 to those of length 10 and in
SiC to those of length 6. For the crystalline versions, it is the case that there are no primitive
rings of length greater than 4 in SiC or 7 in Si 3N4 but for amorphous experiments (Chapter 5)
finding longer rings is usually an indication of underconnection in the structure.
In both a- and P- silicon carbide, the local clusters consist of 19 tetrahedra composed
of 12 3-rings and 12 4-rings. These clusters are compared in Figure 4.6.
The local clusters for the a- and P- versions of Si 3N4 are vastly different, with P-silicon
nitride being dominated by 6-rings and a- by 5-rings. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the clus-
ters for both polymorphs.
Node 1:Node 0:
Node 0: Node 1:
43 nodes 31 nodes
5 7-rings 4 7-rings
3 5-rings 4 5-rings
6 8-rings 4 8-rings
Figure 4.4: The two local clusters of keatite, corresponding to the two inequivalent tetrahedron
environments. Both contain odd 5- and 7-rings, in addition to 8-rings. Two 7-rings are highlighted.
4.5 Rings and density
Table 4.1 suggests a correlation between density and ring size. The 6-rings for cristobalite
and tridymite yield the lowest density minimum, because 6-rings are still rather rigid and
close to planar rings, whereas larger rings-such as the 8-rings in quartz-can more easily dou-
ble back on themselves to effect more efficient tetrahedral packing [82, 54]; rings smaller
than 6-rings represent closer packing only within the ring itself. Coesite's much higher den-
sity is thus largely a consequence of the presence of much larger primitive rings. The twelve
6-rings in cristobalite and tridymite represent a global minimum, because local clusters of
13 6-rings are found to lead to serious steric crowding while 11 6-rings represent a step to-
wards the tree density catastrophe [82]. The position of vitreous silica in Table 4.1 strongly
suggests dominance of 6-rings in the structure, while the 3% higher density associated with
the radiation-induced reconstruction of vitreous silica to the radiation-amorphized (metam-
ict) state suggests creation of larger rings from smaller ones.
Node 0:
75 nodes
2 4-rings
2 6-rings
2 8-rings
8 9-rings
2 10-rings
10 11-rings
9 12-rings
Node 1:
81 nodes
2 4-rings
1 6-ring
2 8-rings
10 9-rings
3 10-rings
12 11-rings
9 12-rings
Figure 4.5: The two local clusters of coesite, corresponding to the two inequivalent tetrahedron
environments. Both clusters are very large and contain up to 12-rings. A 12-ring and an 11 -ring are
respectively highlighted.
ca-SiC
19 nodes
12 3-rings
12 4-rings
P- SiC
19 nodes
12 3-rings
12 4-rings
Figure 4.6: The local clusters of ac- and 1- SiC. Both clusters contain 3- and 4-rings. 3-rings are
highlighted.
27 nodes
3 3-rings
8 4-rings
20 6-rings
Figure 4.7: The local cluster P-Si3N4 .
Node 0: Node 1:
40 nodes 29 nodes
4 3-rings 2 3-rings
4 4-rings 12 4-rings
13 5-rings 12 5-rings
1 6-ring I 6-ring
9 7-rings 3 7-rings
Figure 4.8: The local clusters of xo-Si 3N4 .

Chapter 5
Producing amorphous structures
There are two general approaches to generating aperiodic structures. We say that a model
is amorphous when it is constructed using deviant rules and we say that a model is amor-
phized when it was the result of a simulated collision cascade disordering event. The for-
mer involves using a set of faulty rules (those which do not describe a crystal and therefore
propagate defects), and the latter technique simulates irradiation of a previously generated
crystal structure.
5.1 Amorphous silica networks
For the sake of brevity, we here define a structure as amorphous when it lacks topological
order [41]. Amorphous silica networks can, for example, result from quenching the liquid,
irradiating crystalline polymorphs, oxidizing silicon, depositing from a vapor, or dehydrat-
ing gels; the resulting structures are distinct [102] and depend on their modes of formation.
The power of local topological modeling comes into its own for such non-crystalline ar-
rangements, since neither local rules-based assembly nor local-cluster descriptions rely on
periodicity or symmetry properties, and self-assembly can mimic the stochastic routes re-
sponsible for topological differences. In an amorphous network, the local cluster will vary
from node to node in the network, as is easily appreciated from the two-dimensional con-
tinuous random network illustrated in Figure 1.3, but the ring-finding algorithms operate
analogously to the crystalline cases discussed in Section 4.1.
Assembly rules can be based on slightly faulty versions of the assembly rules appropri-
ate to crystalline polymorphs stable at the ambient conditions of temperature and pressure
obtaining during formation of the amorphous phase. For example, cristobalite-like local
The research reported in this chapter is joint work with Bonnie Berger and Linn Hobbes and was first
published in [72] and subsequently published in [61, 60, 71, 70]
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rules might be appropriate for rapid cooling from a high-temperature collision cascade in
radiation-amorphized silicas, while tridymite-like rules could be relevant to slower cooling
through a lower temperature (1333K) glass transition. Quartz- (or moganite- or keatite-) like
rules are apposite to formation routes nearer room temperature. Two rules modifications are
possible: a change in the initial-node offset, and deviations from assembly rotations applied
to successive nodes; effects of these modifications are illustrated in Section 5.1.1. Their con-
tinued propagation results in structural defects which eventually alter local topology and im-
part topological disorder. Additional optimization routines are necessary to preclude steric
crowding and ensure connectivity while minimizing tetrahedron distortions; these routines
are discussed in Section 5.1.2 and in greater detail in Section A.5.5.
5.1.1 Deviant local rules
Initial node offset
In one approach to generating a quartz-like a-SiO 2 structure, an initial node offset of 50
about x was chosen with the same rotation rules as in Figure 3.1 for ideal crystalline quartz.
(In the coordinate system chosen, offset rotations about y alter only 0, as in the Ca-0 tran-
sition, while offset rotations about z have no effect because the rules rotations are defined
about z). The first 200 nodes of the model exhibited only small differences from ideal quartz
(Figure 3.2) and so are not illustrated here. However, a distribution of Si-O-Si angles 0 (Fig-
ure 5.1) appeared, centered just below 0 for ideal quartz. Even more importantly, the local
clusters at the initial as well as further nodes exhibited topological differences from quartz
and from each other; those for the initial and three other randomly-selected nodes are illus-
trated in Figure 5.2. Larger offsets generated increasing topological disorder. The density
for the 50 offset structure was 6% higher than that for ideal quartz, but lower than that for
a-quartz.
Rules rotation modification
Small changes in the rotation rules have a more significant impact than offsets on structural
topology, because it is the exactness of these rotations that generates periodicity. Owing
to the 900 rotations in the first setting of cristobalite rules (Figure 3.3, initial node offsets
around x or y affect only 0, as in the a-P transition, and around z have no effect because
the rules rotations are defined about z. We were therefore, in fact, constrained to alter the
rotation rules instead of the offset in our attempt to generate an aperiodic cristobalite-like a-
SiO2 . A 0-cristobalite offset was chosen, and the deviant rotation rules used are compared to
those of 0-cristobalite in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 compares the first 200 nodes of the resulting
decidedly amorphous structure to those of 1-cristobalite. Again, a breadth in Si-O-Si angle
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Figure 5.1: Si-O-Si angle distributions for the cristobalite-like (broken line) and quartz-like (solid
line) 1500-node models of amorphous SiO2. Both distributions peak near the angles for the respec-
tive crystal structures from which the deviant rules were derived. The distribution for the cristobalite-
like model, assembled using a 5 rotation deviation, has a broader tail than does that for the quartz-like
model, assembled with a 50 node offset.
accrues, centered just below 0 for P3-cristobalite (Figure 5.1), and local clusters exhibited
topological differences (Figure 5.5). The density (2.29) was 5% larger than for our model
f-cristobalite (2.17) and 4% different from the densities of actual P-cristobalite or vitreous
silica (2.21).
5.1.2 Optimization routines
Because, with deviant rules, tetrahedra do not connect up invariantly, as in crystals, nei-
ther rules alteration would function without additional algorithms to ensure connectivity
and avoid intersection of tetrahedra. To optimize connectivity, shared vertices in adjacent
nodes were connected by Hookeian springs (with adjustable spring constant); as each new
tetrahedron was added and bonded into the network, the displacements of all springs in the
Node 0:
62 tetrahedra
6 6-rings
38 8-rings
4, 12, 30, 53
Node 403:
55 tetrahedra
5 6-rings
8 7-rings
9 8-rings
2 9-rings
I 10-ring
4, 12, 31,45
Node 221:
63 tetrahedra
6 6-rings
40 8-rings
4, 12, 30, 52
Node 585:
46 tetrahedra
5 6-rings
23 8-rings
4, 12, 22,39
Figure 5.2: Four representative local clusters from a 1500-node mode of quartz-like a-SiO 2, assem-
bled using a 50 node offset from idealized quartz. Some clusters are quite quartz-like, others rather
different, though 8-rings continue to dominate. Red links between tetrahedra represent the remanent
springs inserted between vertices which translate into tetrahedron distortions.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the rules files for P-cristobalite (in its first setting) and a cristobalite-like
a-SiO 2 incorporating a 5' rotation deviation (in the rules for each vertex) from P-cristobalite.
a-Cristobalite
1
41
REGULAR
y 23 ;
0 1 z 85 ;
0 0 z -85
0 3 z 85
0 2 z -85
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of 200-node models of (a) f3-cristobalite and (b) cristobalite-like a-SiO 2
assembled using the respective rules files in Figure 5.3. The single green tetrahedron represents an
underbound node.
network were re-adjusted so as to minimize globally the total elastic energy stored in the
springs; a damping term prevented unbounded oscillations In this optimization, a remanent
non-zero spring length corresponds to distortion of a tetrahedron; such distortions were typ-
ically kept small (spring lengths 0.01-0.02 nm) but served to broaden the O-Si-O tetrahe-
dral angle (Figure 5.6). To preclude intersections, a separate routine monitored and rejected
tetrahedron intersections.
The augmented building algorithm proceeds as follows: When an unshared vertex seeks
an adjacent node, a new tetrahedron is created and appropriately rotated; if the intersection
test concludes there is no room locally to add a new tetrahedron, the unshared vertex looks
for an available vertex in its vicinity regardless of type. If it fails to find any available ver-
tex, the algorithm breaks an existing bond between between nodes and reconnects one of
the freed vertices (the closer and better in terms of bond angle) to the previously unshared
vertex, adding the other freed vertex back into the BFS queue. Underbound nodes remain-
ing when the model structure has reached its prescribed ultimate size are colored green (as
in Figure 5.4); there are few and some of these would eventually be fully bound into the
structure after undergoing additional BFS in a larger model. For details on this building
algorithm see Appendix A.
Node 0:
29 tetrahedra
12 6-rings
Node 170:
32 tetrahedra
5 6-rings
5 7-rings
1 9-ring
Node 46:
38 tetrahedra
7 6-rings
7 7-rings
I 8-ring
2 10-rings
Node 641:
22 tetrahedra
8 6-rings
Figure 5.5: Four representative local clusters from a 1500-node model of cristobalite-like a-SiO2,
assembled using a 5' rotation deviation from the rules for 3-cristobalite. Most clusters have similar
size to that for cristobalite (29 tetrahedra) but exhibit very different ring counts, though 6-rings still
dominate.
5.1.3 Analysis of glassy structures
Ring statistics and radial distribution functions are two traditional quantifications of topo-
logically disordered network structure. To effect a global ring count, one could mount a
Goetzke-Klein search; but we maintain that local ring relationships, as embodied in the local
cluster, are a far more revealing statistic than the overall distribution of ring sizes. To pro-
vide some simple, more topologically significant comparative measure of generated amor-
phous structure we prefer to compute an ensemble average of ring histograms for each lo-
cal cluster. Such a procedure overcounts rings from a global point of view but retains some
sense of the local ring relationships. Average histograms computed from 20 local clusters of
the quartz-like and cristobalite-like amorphous silicas generated are compared in Figure 5.9.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 record the partial radial density functions (RDFs) for 0-0, Si-O and
Si-Si correlations for the two a-Si0 2 models. These were computed by averaging results
from 50 tetrahedra randomly chosen from the center-most 10% of the structure (to avoid
boundary effects). For the Si-Si RDF, we computed the distance to all other Si atoms within
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of O-Si-O angles in 1500-node models of cristobalite-like (broken line, 50
rotation deviation from f3-cristobalite) and quartz-like (solid line, 50 initial node offset from idealized
quartz) a-SiO2. The angle for an undistorted tetrahedron is 109.50.
RDF, we computed the distance from each of the vertices of the initial tetrahedron to the ver-
tices of all other tetrahedra and divided by 8. For the small rules deviations used, the RDFs
illustrated retain many of the principal features of the correlation functions for the crystals
on which the rules were based. The RDF for quartz-like a-SiO 2 closely resembles the en-
velope of RDF peaks for the ideal quartz model. The RDF for cristobalite-like a-SiO 2 is
farther removed from the RDF-peak envelope of P-cristobalite but still exhibits some broad
peaks associated with the crystalline analogue.
5.1.4 Amorphous Si3N4 and SiC
Modified rules used for assembling amorphous versions of Si 3N4 and SiC are given in Fig-
ures 5.10 and 5.11, incorporating 50 rotation deviations from the rules for -Si 3N4 and a-
SiC. An assemblage of 1000 tetrahedra of a-Si 3N4, assembled using the rules in Figure 5.10,
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Figure 5.7: Partial radial density functions (RDFs) for 0-0 (top), Si-O (middle) and Si-Si (bottom)
correlations in the quartz-like a-SiO 2 model with 50 initial node offset from idealized quartz. The
Si-O and 0-0 plots have been displaced vertically by 2 and 4 units respectively. The correlation
variations closely follow correlation histograms for idealized crystalline quartz.
is shown in Figure 5.12 (200 tetrahedra were insufficient to reveal significant differences
from P-Si 3N4). Even at 1000 tetrahedra, the disorder was slow to propagate, and the most
striking feature of the assemblage is the underconnected tetrahedra (highlighted). Tetrahe-
dral distortions are also present as another means of accommodating the rotation deficit,
as evidenced by the breadth of the N-Si-N tetrahedral bond-angle distribution Figure 5.15,
though the average (Table 5.4) remains centered on the 109.5' tetrahedral ideal. The ex-
tracted local clusters show (Figure 5.13) that local topological disorder has in fact prop-
agated, though 6-rings still generally dominate and the computed radial density functions
(Figure 5.14) remain extremely crystal-like. The three families of Si-N-Si angles found in
crystalline f-Si 3N4 persist in the topologically disordered assembly (Figure 5.16), though
broadened and shifted to slightly larger angles (in contrast to silica where the average Si-O-
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Figure 5.8: Partial radial density functions for 0-0 (top), Si-O (middle) and Si-Si (bottom) corre-
lations in the cristobalite-like a-SiO2 model with 50 rotation deviation from [-cristobalite. The Si-O
and 0-0 plots have been displaced vertically by 2 and 4 units respectively. The correlation varia-
tions parallel but do not replicate correlation histograms for 0-cristobalite and exhibit considerably
less structure than do RDFs from crystalline 0-cristobalite or those in Figure 5.7 for the quartz-like
a-Si0 2 generated by 50 node offset.
Si angle was found to decrease).
1000 tetrahedra of a-SiC, assembled according to the rules in Figure 5.11, show in Fig-
ure 5.17 more evidence of topological disorder, but only at a cost of extensive underconnec-
tion and substantial tetrahedral distortion. The distortion is evidenced by long inter-vertex
springs in the assemblage and a broad C-Si-C (Figure 5.15) angle distribution-or equiva-
lently by the broad Si-C-Si angle distribution (Figure 5.16), since in this {4,4} structure
the Si-C-Si inter-tetrahedral angle is also the C-Si-C intra-tetrahedral angle. Because we
have elected to define [SiC4 ] units as the tetrahedra, instead of [CSi4 ], the average C-Si-
C angle remained close to tetrahedral, but the average Si-C-Si angle 0, which should be
equivalently tetrahedral, has shifted by 2.50 to 1120, corresponding to a large distortion of
[CSi 4] tetrahedra. Though the radial density functions (Figure 5.19) persist in crystal-like
intermediate-range correlations, the local clusters (Figure 5.18) differ markedly from those
of n-SiC, largely in the dominant appearance of 5-rings from the opening up of 3- and 4-
rings as a consequence of the pervasive underconnection.
The degree of underconnection in all models was quantified by counting unbonded tetra-
hedron vertices and tabulating the percentage of underbound tetrahedra by number of miss-
ing connections (Table 5.1). The quantitative result confirms the qualitative impression from
inspection that the a-SiC model is substantially less connected than are a-SiO 2 and a-Si 3N4
models. A sizeable (and unquantifiable with the present counting algorithms) fraction of
these underconnected tetrahedra are underbound because they reside at the surface. A rough
estimate of the surface contribution can be made by enumerating all tetrahedra bound to the
structure through only two vertices (those tetrahedra in SiO2 missing two connections, in
Si 3N4 missing four, in SiC missing six), which are most likely to be surface tetrahedra; re-
moving these from the total number of tetrahedra in the model leaves the interior tetrahedra,
on which basis the underbound percentages can be recalculated. By this estimate, the a-SiO2
is 86.4% connected, a-Si 3N4 89.9% connected but a-SiC only 73.8% connected. Better es-
timates await an improved counting algorithm which specifically enumerates surface tetra-
hedra, but the substantial underconnection of a-SiC is nonetheless qualitatively apparent in
the assembly depiction.
- Cristobalite-like a-SiO2
--- Quartz-like a-SiO2
SI 
- -----
-
5 6 7 8 9 10
Ring Size
Figure 5.9: Histograms of primitive ring size distribution in local clusters of cristobalite-like (solid
line) and quartz-like (broken line) a-SiO2 averaged over 20 local clusters. Ordinate scales normal-
ized by the size of the local cluster.
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1
42
REGULAR
z 45 ;
0 1 y 60; 0 2
0 0 y -60 ; 0 2 y -60 ;
0 1 y 60 ; 0 ;
0 3 y 120 ; 0 3 y -120 ;
a-Si3N4
1
4 2
REGULAR
x 5 z 45 ;
0 1 y 55; 0 2
0 0 y -55 ; 0 2 y -65 ;
0 1 y 65 ; 0 ;
0 3 y 120 ; 0 3 y -120 ;
Figure 5.10: Deviant local rules for the formation of a-Si 3N4.
Figure 5.11: Deviant local rules for the formation of a-SiC.
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a-SiC
1
43
REGULAR
x -40 y -144.8 z 90 ;
0 1 x 5 ; 0 2 x 5 ; 0 3 z 175 ;
0 0 x -5 ; 0 2 x 5 ; 0 3 z 175 ;
0 0 x -5 ; 0 1 x -5 ; 0 3 z 175 ;
0 0 z -175; 0 1 z -175; 0 2 z -175;
Figure 5.12: 1000 tetrahedra model of a-Si 3N4 using the rules in Figure 3.19.
Node 100:
29 tetrahedra
3 3-rings
14 6-rings
8 4-rings
1 5-rings
I 7-ring
8,28,59
Node 409:
19 tetrahedra
3 3-rings
8 4-rings
45-rings
8,27,54
Node 180:
27 tetrahedra
3 3-rings
20 6-rings
8 4-rings
8,28,63
Node 604:
25 tetrahedra
1 3-ring
20 6-rings
24-rings
2 5-rings
1 7-ring
7,16,38
Figure 5.13: 4 sample local clusters from 1000 tetrahedra model of a-Si 3N4 .
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Figure 5.14: Radial distribution function for a-Si3N4.
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Figure 5.15: X-Si-X bond angle distributions for amorphous structures.
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Figure 5.16: Si-X-Si bond angle distributions for amorphous structures.
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Figure 5.17: 1000 tetrahedra model of a-SiC using the rules in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 5.19: 4 sample local clusters from 1000 tetrahedra model of a-SiC.
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Model 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1
a-Quartz 73.6 3.9 9.1 13.4 26.4
a-cristobalite 62.4 9.8 8.7 19.1 37.6
a-Si 3N4  60.3 5.5 1.1 0.2 0.9 8.7 14.7 2.9 39.7
a-SiC 49.7 11.7 4.0 1.2 0.6 0.1 0.8 1.6 6.2 8.4 9.6 6.1 50.3
Table 5.1: Percent underconnected tetrahedra in amorphous network models.
Polymorph/Regrowth Average Average Average Local Model Density Actual Density
Si-O-Si Angle Ring Size Cluster Size x 103 kg/m 3  x 103 kg/m3
a-Cristobalite 145.3 6 29 2.33 2.33
P-Cristobalite 148 6 29 2.17 2.21
a-Quartz 143.6 7.7 63 2.77 2.65
-Quartz 150.9 7.7 63 2.51 2.53
ideal Quartz 155.6 7.7 63 2.37 -
Vitreous Silica 145 ,6 ? - - 2.21
Cristobalite-like a-Si0 2  145.9 6.6 24.0 2.29 -
Metamict Silica 134 - - - 2.26
a-Cristobalite/P-Cristobalite 142.3 7.0 31.9 2.44 -
a-Quartz/-Quartz 140.6 7.6 40.0 2.77 -
ideal-Quartz/a-Cristobalite 145.3 7.4 38.7 2.75 -
a-Si0 2/a-SiO 2  138.3 7.4 36.7 2.49 -
Table 5.2: Inter-tetrahedral Bond Angles and Densities for Silicas Modeled
Polymorph/Regrowth Average Average Average Local Model Density Actual Density
Si-X-Si Angle Ring Size Cluster Size x 103 kg/m3  x 103 kg/m3
ia-Si 3N4  118.3 5.0 34.5 3.22 3.20
P-Si3N4 119.8 5.2 27 3.20 3.20
a-Si 3N4  119.6 5.0 25 3.43 -
P-Si 3N4/P-Si 3N4  120.2 5.4 31.3 3.32 -
a-SiC 109.5 3.5 19 3.24 3.22
0- SiC 109.5 3.5 19 3.21 3.22
a-SiC 112.0 4.1 22.5 3.25 -
a-SiC/a-SiC 115.6 4.3 26.5 4.57
Table 5.3: Inter-tetrahedral Bond Angles and Densities for Si3N4 and SiC models.
Polymorph Node Si-X-Si Angs. Average Average Model Density Actual Density
Si-X-Si Angle X-Si-X Angle x 103 kg/m 3  x 103 kg/m 3
-Cristobalite 0 148 148 109.5 2.17 2.21
a-Cristobalite 0 145.3 145.3 109.5 2.33 2.33
Crist.-like a-SiO2  Crystal basis: 148 146 109.4 2.29 2.20a
Quartz-like a-Si0 2  Crystal basis: 155.6 153.7 109.5 2.51 2.26 b
P-Si 3N4  0 109.5, 120, 125.1x2 119.8 109.5 3.29 3.20
a-Si 3N4  0 110.6, 114.2, 117.2, 118.1
118.2, 118.4, 119.6, 124.9
1 111.7, 113.1, 116.8, 120.3
120.6, 122.2, 123.0, 124.9
118.3 109.5 3.22 3.20
2 110.5, 115.6, 116.9, 117.3
117.8, 117.8, 117.8, 124.8
3 111.7, 113.1, 117.1, 117.7
117.9, 118.4, 119.6, 124.5
a-Si 3N4  Crystal basis: 119.8 119.6 109.5 3.42 -
1-SiC 0 109.5 109.5 109.5 3.21 3.21
a-SiC 0 109.5 109.5 109.5 3.24 3.22
a-SiC Crystal basis: 109.5 112.0 109.6 3.25 2.86c
a Vitreous silica, annealed at 1273 K [98]
b Neutron-amorphized silica or quartz [98]
c Neutron-amorphized a-SiC [114]
Table 5.4: Inter- and intra- tetrahedral angles and densities for rules-generated Si-X polymorphs and cascades
5.2 Modeling amorphization due to a disordering event
We have shown how the basic algorithm will create crystalline network structures. Once
we have them created we may manipulate and analyze them. In this section we describe a
simple way to model a disordering event such as radiation. We choose a simple approach in
which, through a collision cascade, all the bonds in a given neighborhood around some node
are broken. This creates a volume of temporary disorder. We may then reform the bonds in
this region according to a (possibly new) set of rules as may be appropriate for this excited
environment.
Collision cascades in solids result from stopping medium- to heavy-weight incident ions
with energies typically in the 1-10 kev/nucleon range or primary knock-on atoms arising
from stopping of fast incident neutrons. The cascade displacements are largely uncorre-
lated and constitute a randomization of constituent atoms, followed (in compounds) by re-
assembly into chemically-preferred short-range ordered coordination units. The subsequent
linking up of these units is likely governed by the same sorts of local rules applying to the
long-range assembly of crystals or glass described in Sections 3.1 and 5.1 and therefore
modelable in tetrahedral networks by an analogous procedure. For the purposes of model-
ing, the tetrahedra were assumed to remain intact. Models comprising 2000 tetrahedra were
first erected by application of some starting set of local rules (crystalline or amorphizing).
A central volume comprising 400 tetrahedra was next chosen in which the connections be-
tween all tetrahedra were severed and the bounding periphery expanded. Tetrahedra within
the central volume were randomly rotated through angles < 20' and allowed to reform con-
nections according to a chosen set of local rules. The interior and the boundary were finally
settled using the optimization scheme described in Section 5.1.
The results of the following cascade experiments will be presented:
* 2000 tetrahedra of a-quartz, 400 tetrahedra regrown using P-quartz rules
* 2000 tetrahedra of a-cristobalite, 400 tetrahedra regrown using 3-cristobalite rules
* 2000 tetrahedra of ideal-quartz, 400 tetrahedra regrown using a-cristobalite rules
* 1500 tetrahedra of a-SiO2 (based on P-cristobalite), 300 regrown using the same rules
* 2000 tetrahedra of a-SiC, 400 tetrahedra regrown using the same rules
* 2000 tetrahedra of 1-Si 3N4, 400 tetrahedra regrown using the same rules
For each the cases above, we will simulate cascade disorder using the model of spinodal
decomposition described below. We briefly describe this technique and another possible
methodology here.
Spinodal decomposition
This technique involves disordering the region by rotating the nodes by random amounts
(between 0 and 200) and distributing them within the region through the application of some
repulsive forces (in order to spread to nodes out as much as possible). If we assume that the
tetrahedra will form first, we can simply scatter the tetrahedra (skipping the breaking and
reformation of the individual tetrahedra).
Recrystallization by nucleation
Another technique we could adopt for regrowth in the disordered region is akin to nucle-
ation. We could simply regrow the structure from the periphery (outside in) in a similar
fashion to the way we normally grow crystals from the inside out, directly from the rules
files. This would be like pretending to remove all the tetrahedra from the interior and then
putting them all back one at a time.
The difference in these two views of cascade amorphization is operational: In the for-
mer, it is the magnitude of the free energy difference between topologically ordered and
topologically disordered arrangements which drives epitaxial recrystallization; in the lat-
ter, the free energy difference between a far-from-optimal initial disordered arrangement
and a more optimal but still topologically disordered arrangement to which the system has
subsequent topological access is what drives the third stage and precludes epitaxial recrys-
tallization.
5.2.1 Results of disordering experiments
In the cascade simulations pursued, tetrahedra were assumed for purposes of the modeling
to stay intact: they thus comprise the short-range units arising in the second-or rebonding-
phase of the cascade. Distortions in the tetrahedra were allowed to develop in response to
their reconnection, evidenced in the graphic display by remanent connection springs of non-
negligible lengths. A central volume comprising 400 tetrahedra was first chosen, in which
the connections between all tetrahedra were initially broken; the periphery adjoining this
volume was then expanded, and the tetrahedra within the volume were rotated through ran-
domly selected angles < 200. These "excited" tetrahedra were next allowed to reform con-
nections according to a chosen set of local rules, e.g. a rule set for the same or another crys-
talline polymorph or a modified rule set. The interior and boundary were then settled using
the optimization scheme described above.
As a first example, connections between 400 central tetrahedra were destroyed in a 2000-
tetrahedra model of oa-cristobalite (Figure 5.20a) and the structure regrown using rules for
P-cristobalite (Figure 5.21); the choice of a high-temperature polymorphs (P-cristobalite)
on which to base the reconstruction rule set was deliberate, since the temperature at which
reconstruction is actually effected within a cooling cascade is expected to be high. The re-
sult (Figure 5.20b) is an amorphous reconstructed volume, substantially bonded (73%, Ta-
ble 5.6) both internally and to the crystal boundary, and with little tetrahedral distortion (as
evidenced by short remanent optimization springs).
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Figure 5.20: The results from cc-cristobalite regrwon using P-cristobalite rules. (a) is the entire
resulting structure and (b) is only the regrown region.
An analogous experiment was performed using a- and f-quartz. The resulting structure
(Figure 5.22) is substantially bonded (73% as the first experiment) both internally and to the
crystal boundary, and also with little tetrahedral distortion.
Using a 2000 node model of ideal-quartz, the central 400 nodes were regrown after dis-
ordering using the rules for a-cristobalite (specified in Figure 5.21); the choice of a higher-
temperature polymorph (cristobalite) rule set for the regrowth was deliberate (as described
above), since the temperature at which reconstruction is actually effected within a cooling
cascade is expected to be high. In this case, the specific pair of growth-regrowth rules was
chosen to minimize volume changes because ideal quartz and a-cristobalite have identical
densities (Table 3.1). The reconstructed region itself is shown separately in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.21: Local rules for 3- and ao-cristobalite. These differ from the rules for ideal cristobalite
only in the initial offset rotation.
An amorphous silica network was also chosen to cascade disorder because it is known
that vitreous silica compacts by 2.7% upon fast neutron irradiation to a terminal density
identical to that of neutron-amorphized quartz [108]; it was therefore of interest to compare
the cascade structures in models approximating these two starting materials. 1500 tetrahe-
dra of amorphous silica were erected, using the modified rules (Figure 5.3) for 3-cristobalite,
and the central 300 tetrahedra were disordered and regrown using the same rules set as the
initial assembly; the initial assembly with its embedded cascade and the reconstructed re-
gion itself are depicted in Figure 5.24.
Analysis of silica cascades
Because relaxation of the boundary and optimization of the reconnections occur with no
imposed potential, save that effectively supplied by the optimization springs, the computed
densities of the final cascade configurations are at best only qualitatively comparable to the
experimentally measured terminal density of the metamict condition. The computed den-
sities reported in Table 5.1.4 correctly predict the densification of the a-SiO2 model (by a
somewhat larger amount, 8.7%, than experimental), but not the dilatation of oa-quartz, who
density has remained the same. Idealized quartz has densified by almost 17%. Perhaps more
diagnostically, the data indicate densification of the two cristobalite-based models to about
the same terminal density (2.44,2.49) and of the two quartz-based models to a second iden-
tical terminal density (2.77, 2.75).
Tetrahedral distortion was small in all four cascades, as evidenced by the small rema-
nent spring lengths at all vertex junctions. The O-Si-O intra-tetrahedron angle distribution
was in all cases broadened similarly from the 109.50 ideal tetrahedral angle and also with
respect to the smaller angular range for the cristobalite-like a-SiO 2 model (Figure 5.25).
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Figure 5.22: The results from o-quartz regrown using -quartz rules. (a) is the entire resulting
structure and (b) is only the regrown region.
The reassembled tetrahedra were moderately well-connected; many of the most undercon-
nected tetrahedra were sited at the interface where reattachment to the original surrounding
network was made. Table 5.6 documents the extent of the underconnection for the cascades.
The distributions of Si-O-Si inter-tetrahedral angles 0 were all considerably broader than
for the cristobalite-like a-SiO 2 model, and the average 0 was consistently and substantially
shifted to smaller angles (Table 5.1.4). Figure 5.26 shows that the angular distributions were
nearly identical in all four cascades, as were the averages. The peak of the distributions
occurred not far from the peak for the a-SiO 2 model but at a significantly larger angle than
for a-quartz.
Local clusters were computed for a representative sample of tetrahedra in each cascade.
Analysis of these local clusters revealed that those that extended into the interface retained
some characteristics of the precursor structure, but those removed from the boundary ac-
quired very different-and surprisingly uniform-topologies. Interior clusters from each of
the four cascades, with their tetrahedron complement and ring counts enumerated (see Fig-
ures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30). What is surprising is how unlike either precursor or regrowth
rules structures these local clusters are; the local clusters are neither cristobalite-like nor
quartz-like, but something intermediate in size and ring content and with a notable skew to-
wards larger rings (8-, 9- and 10-rings) at the expense of smaller rings. The ring size distri-
butions obtained by averaging the results for 20 clusters near the cascade centers are plotted
in Figure 5.31. The average ring size per cluster and the average cluster size are reported
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Figure 5.23: The results from ideal quartz regrown using ac-cristobalite rules. (a) is the entire re-
sulting structure and (b) is only the regrown region.
in Table 5.1.4; both statistics are remarkably similar for each of the cascades and distinctly
different from any of the three precursors.
Partial radial density functions (RDFs) for Si-O, 0-0 and Si-Si pair correlations were
computed by averaging results from 50 tetrahedra randomly chosen from the centermost
10% of the cascades. The computed RDFs were all close to being identical. Figure 5.32
compares those for the a-quartz/b-quartz and the cristobalite-like glass cascades.
5.2.2 Cascades results for Si 3N4 and SiC
To illustrate the difficulties in amorphizing Si 3N4 and SiC (difficult because of structural
freedom constraints illustrated in Chapter 2) we have simulated cascade amorphization of 1-
Si 3N4 and a-SiC using the precursor rules to regrow the cascade region in both cases. These
experiments are to be compared to the silica cascade experiments to illustrate the relative
difficulties in amorphization of structures having f < 0 and silica (f = 0).
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show cascade simulations for P-Si 3N4 and a-SiC regrown with
the same rules. Whereas all SiO2 cascades were fairly well re-connected and exhibited little
distortion, the regrowth volumes in P-Si3N4 and a-SiC were more poorly connected (Ta-
ble 5.6), exhibiting a larger fraction of underconnected tetrahedra (39% and 44% respec-
tively vs. 27% for SiO 2), both at the boundary and in the interior; amorphized regions for
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Figure 5.24: The results from cristobalite-like glass regrown using the same rules. (a) is the entire
resulting structure and (b) is only the regrown region.
1-Si 3N4 and a-SiC also exhibited large optimization springs, corresponding to large tetra-
hedron distortions. Further optimization did not significantly decrease the underconnection
or connection spring lengths.
Local clusters (Figures 5.35 and 5.36) extracted from the cascade-amorphized volumes
in both simulations revealed topologies much farther removed from their precursors than in
corresponding amorphous structures assembled using crystal rules modifications alone. Lo-
cal clusters incorporating tetrahedra residing at the periphery mostly retained their precursor
topologies (e.g., node 467 in Figure 5.35, node 532 in Figure 5.36), but those in the cascade
interior developed different ring configurations. The local clusters in cascade-amorphized
oa-cristobalite (Figure 5.27, while substantially different from that of their crystalline pre-
cursor, nevertheless remained silica-like with little distortion, strongly resembling the local
clusters of other cascade-amorphized silicas. In contrast, those in the interior of the cas-
cades in P-Si 3N4 and a-SiC (Figures 5.35 and 5.36) were not at all Si 3N4 - or SiC-like and
exhibited large distortions.
Figure 5.37 plots the distributions of Si-X-Si inter-tetrahedral angles 0 for three com-
pounds (Si 3N4, SiC and the a-cristobalite cascade), which are considerably broadened and
shifted from the corresponding angles (Table 5.5) for a-cristobalite (145.30), P-Si 3N4 (109.50,
1200, 125.10 for a 119.80 average) and a-SiC (109.50). In particular, the average angle for
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Precursor/Regrow Si-X-Si Angles Average Si-X-Si Angle Average X-Si-X Angle Cascade Density
for Precursor/Regrow in Cascade in Cascade x 103 kg/m 3
a-Cristobalite/P-Cristobalite 145.3/148 139.9 109.5 2.44
a-Quartz/l-Quartz 143.6/150.9 140.0 109.5 2.77
ideal- Quartz/a-Cristobalite 155.6/145.3 138.5 109.5 2.75
a-SiO 2/a-SiO 2  146 138.3 109.5 2.49
P-Si 3N4/P-Si 3N4  Avg. 119.8 120.2 110.2 3.32
a-SiC/X-SiC 109.5 115.6 110.2 4.57
Table 5.5: Si-X-Si inter-tetrahedral and X-Si-X intra-tetrahedral angles, and cascade densities for amorphized SiO 2, Si3N4 and SiC models.
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Figure 5.25: O-Si-O tetrahedral bond angle distribution for crystalline ox-quartz, a-SiO 2 grown with
modified f3-cristobalite rules, and their respective cascades.
the SiO 2 cascade decreases from that of either precursor or regrowth template, while in
Si 3N4 -to the extent that remnant evidence of the three distinct Si-N-Si angles in the crys-
talline precursor remain-the average of the broadened angular distribution about each in-
creases. The extreme Si-X-Si angles (0 <K the 109.50 tetrahedral angle) in the angle distri-
butions for Si3N4 and SiC amorphized models render the configurations produced sterically
unattractive.
The X-Si-X intra-tetrahedral angles are similarly plotted in Figure 5.38, and while the
average angles for all three networks are close to the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.50, the
distribution is enormously wider for Si 3N4 and SiC than for SiO2 and represents unaccept-
able definition of tetrahedral units. The Si-C-Si inter-tetrahedral angle 0 (average 115.6 ) for
[SiC 4] tetrahedra in cascade-amorphized SiC is also of interest in this context, because this
angle is as well the intra-tetrahedral angle for equivalent [CSi 4] tetrahedra, again implying
a considerable net tetrahedral distortion in this cascade-amorphized structure.
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Figure 5.26: Si-O-Si inter-tetrahedral bond angle distribution for cascade-amorphized a) a-
cristobalite, b) a-quartz, c) ideal-quartz and d) cristobalite-like a-SiO2, compared to the distribution
for the as-grown a-SiO 2 and the crystal bond angles.
Computation of a final density for the model cascades provides only qualitative compar-
isons, because the cascade density may depend to some extent on the arbitrary expansion of
the surrounding matrix material imposed in the cascade simulation process. The initial dis-
ordering rotations do take place in a nominally stress-free state; the regrowth is, however,
subject to the forces imposed by the optimization springs in both the regrown region and the
surrounding matrik. Final densities of the cascade regions were computed using techniques
described in Chapter 3, only limited to the regrown region, and the results are presented
in Table 5.5. The density of the silica cascade (2.44) is only 5% different from that of its
o-cristobalite precursor model (2.33), while the Si 3N4 cascade is about 14% denser (3.32)
than its P-Si 3N4 precursor model (2.91). The anomalously high value (42% larger) for the
SiC cascade density (4.57) compared to the crystal value (3.21) reflects the great difficulty
in avoiding steric overlaps in the attempt at rebonding after the initial imposed disorder in
this highly over-constrained structure.
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Figure 5.27: Local clusters from a-cristobalite regrown using fi-cristobalite rules.
Radial correlation density functions were computed for cascades in all three compounds,
using the method described earlier (Chapter 4) which involved averaging correlation data
for 50 tetrahedra randomly chosen from a cascade. The results (Figures 5.39 and 5.40) are
plotted as Si-X, Si-Si and X-X partial radial correlations. The correlations obtained for the
cascade in a-cristobalite regrown with P-cristobalite rules are compared in Fig. 13 to those
for crystalline f-cristobalite, represented as triangular peaks rather than 8-functions. The
Si-O and 0-0 short-range correlations, corresponding to the [SiO 4] tetrahedron, are iden-
tical, but the intermediate-range correlations (Si-Si and longer-range Si-O and 0-0 corre-
lations) in the amorphized cascade region only vaguely reflect those of the crystal and re-
produce the principal features appearing in radial density functions of several neutron- and
electron-amorphized crystalline silica polymorphs derived from diffraction measurements
[110, 135]. (Nearly identical correlation results are obtained for cascade models with other
starting configurations of SiO 2 regrown with a variety of rules, suggesting a common end-
point for other cascade-disordered silicas.)
The radial correlation plots for cascade-amorphized P-Si 3N4 and a-SiC models, repro-
duced in Figures 5.39 and 5.40, are by contrast almost featureless beyond the short-range
correlations within the coordination tetrahedra, corresponding to nearly random arrange-
ments of tetrahedra without distinguishable intermediate-range structure. (The anomalous
apparent saturation in the SiC plots (Fig. 15) is due to the small spatial extent of the cascade:
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Figure 5.28: Local clusters from c-quartz regrown using f-quartz rules.
for the same number of tetrahedra in the cascade model, the cascade volume in SiC is phys-
ically smaller than the cascades volumes of Si0 2 or Si 3N4 because of the higher density of
SiC, for which the 1-nm correlation distances begin to exceed the cascade radius.)
5.3 Topological implications for amorphizability
The assembly procedure outlined for generating amorphous structures from SiO2 , Si 3N4
and SiC provide some insights into the respective amorphizabilities of the three compounds.
Substantial topological disorder is relatively easy to propagate in {4,2}-connected silica, for
even modest deviations from crystalline assembly rules and collision cascade reconstruc-
tions. The resulting amorphous assemblages were substantially connected and exhibited
little tetrahedral distortion. The explanation can be seen in the considerable multiplicity of
options afforded in these marginally-connected networks, in particular the independence of
the inter-tetrahedral Si-O-Si angles from each other and from the O-Si-O intra-tetrahedral
angles.
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Figure 5.29: Local clusters from ideal quartz regrown using ac-cristobalite rules.
It appears possible to propagate topological disorder also in Si3N4 assemblies with the
same extent of rules deviation, the resulting arrangements suffering from about the same un-
derconnection and tetrahedral distortion as for silica, in agreement with molecular dynamics
simulations [121]. But the overall amorphized Si 3N4 structure is seen to remain much more
crystal-like than silica, doggedly retaining many of the same intermediate and long-range
correlations exhibited by its crystalline analogue. The local clusters, while topologically
distinct and incorporating some new elements, do not stray far from the local cluster of the
crystalline arrangement. The difficulty in amorphizing Si 3N4 by irradiation may lie in this
reluctance to cede intermediate- or long-rang order, or in related problems associated with
acceptable reconnection following cascade randomization.
By contrast, topological disorder in SiC proved difficult to propagate acceptably, even
in assembly models with only modest rules deviations applied. As with Si 3N4 , though the
local topology developed a new element (dominant 5-rings in this case), the propagation at-
tempt retained most of the intermediate-range correlations of the crystalline form on which
the rules are based. Assembly was accomplished only at an accompanying (and probably
energetically unacceptable) cost of substantial underconnection and large tetrahedral dis-
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Figure 5.30: Local clusters from cristobalite-like glass regrown using the same rules.
tortion. It is clear that one reason is strong interdependence of the four Si-C-Si angles at a
given vertex and the interrelation of the Si-C-Si and C-Si-C tetrahedral angles for the 4,4
connectivity. As indicated earlier (Chapter 2), both x and P forms of SiC nevertheless amor-
phize under irradiation almost as readily as do crystalline silicas, with an ease very much at
variance with the predictions of topological freedom and also with the results of the present
modeling study, both of which imply great difficulty in propagating topological disorder in
chemically ordered SiC. The admission of chemical disorder as a possibility substantially
alters the topological basis assumed for the modeling, as well the likely result.
The similarity of angular distributions and local cluster topologies for the amorphized
models of ideal quartz and a-Si0 2 derived from P-cristobalite may give a topological basis
to the experimentally observed identical terminal densities of neutron-amorphized quartz
and vitreous silica. The cascade results presented here for silicas are far more similar than
the corresponding amorphous silicas produced from assembly-rule modifications alone Sec-
tion 5.1, whose structures adhere more closely to their crystalline antecedents. We speculate
that the initial random rotations in the cascade simulation produce a more common starting
point for reconnection, which reconnection is then less affected by differences in the re-
assembly rules imposed.
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Figure 5.31: Histogram of primitive ring size distributions in local clusters of the four cascade-
amorphized silicas described above.
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Figure 5.32: Partial radial density functions for 0-0, Si-O and Si-Si correlations in cascade-
amorphized c(-quartz regrown with 3-quartz rules and amorphous silica grown with modified 3-
cristobalite rules and regrown with the same rules.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.33: Cascade simulation for a a) 2000 tetrahedra of P-Si 3N4 in which b) the embedded cen-
tral 400 tetrahedra have been disordered and rebonded using 3-Si 3N4 rules. Many underconnected
tetrahedra (green) and large remanent optimization spring segments (red) remain.
Figure 5.34: Cascade simulation for a a) 2000 tetrahedra of a(-SiC in which b) the embedded cen-
tral 400 tetrahedra have been disordered and rebonded using a(-SiC rules. Many underconnected
tetrahedra (green) and large remanent optimization spring segments (red) remain.
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Node 467:
37 tetrahedra
1 3-rings
7 4-rings
3 5-rings
8 6-rings
5 7-rings
8,28,57
27 tetrahedra
4 3-rings
3 4-rings
3 5-rings
20 6-rings
8,29,67
Figure 5.35: Four representative Si 3N4 local clusters from the final 3-Si 3N4 cascade configuration
in Figure 5.33b from near the center and near the periphery, with their near neighbor counts. Node
467 near the periphery is 3-Si 3N4-like, node 25 near the center very unlike its precursor.
Node 178:
20 tetrahedra
6 3-rings
13 4-rings
33 5-rings
9 6-rings
12,46,96
Figure 5.36:
Figure 5.34b.
Node 532:
27 tetrahedra
10 3-rings
7 4-rings
8 5-rings
1 6-ring
11,41,91
Four representative SiC local clusters from the final c-SiC cascade configuration in
Node 532 near the periphery is SiC-like, node 178 nearer to the center decidedly not.
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Figure 5.37: Distribution of Si-X-Si inter-tetrahedral angle for the cascade-amorphized regions in
a-cristobalite SiO2, f3-Si 3N4 and cx-SiC. The larger overall number of angles for {4,3} Si3 N4 and{4,4} SiC has been accounted for by normalizing their distributions to that for {4,2} SiO2 by dividing
the number of angles in their distributions by 3 and 6 respectively.
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{4,4} SiC has been accounted for by normalizing their distributions to that for {4,2} SiO2 by dividing
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Figure 5.38: Distribution of X-Si-X intra-tetrahedral angle for the cascade-amorphized regions in
c-cristobalite SiO 2, P-Si3 N 4 and a-SiC.
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Figure 5.39: Partial radial density function for N-N, Si-N and Si-Si correlations in cascade-
amorphized 1-Si3N4 model.
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Figure 5.40: Partial radial density function for C-C, Si-C and Si-Si correlations in cascade-
amorphized cx-SiC model.
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Cascade Precursor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 F _
a-cristobalite 72.9 8.5 13.1 5.5 27.1
a-quartz 72.7 9.1 9.6 8.6 27.3
Ideal quartz 70.7 11.1 9.6 8.6 29.3
a-SiO 2  60.1 11.1 8.3 20.5 39.9
P-Si3N4  61.4 8.6 1.9 0.2 0.6 10.0 13.6 2.9 38.6
a-SiC 56.1 5.5 3.4 1.8 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.2 10.1 12.9 7.0 2.0 43.9
Table 5.6: Percent underconnected tetrahedra listed by number of missing connections in cascade-amorphized silica, Si3N4 and SiC models.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method for the rapid assembly of arbitrarily large structural mod-
els required for investigation of topological properties of tetrahedral networks. The method,
which has been explored for, but is not limited to, vertex-sharing tetrahedra (nor indeed to
tetrahedra alone), is based on locally-repeated assembly rules. Surprisingly simple assem-
bly rules sets were formulated for the six tetrahedral network crystalline silica polymorphs
as well as Si 3N4 and SiC polymorphs; these rules also represent rather simple distinctions
between structures with large crystallographic and topological disparities once assembled.
In silica, a range of displacive modifications is achievable by alteration of initial tetrahe-
dron offset, and both density and Si-O-Si inter-tetrahedral angles were found to be sensitive
functions of this choice. The range of allowable angles compatible with retaining connec-
tivity is also easily explored and was found to exceed the range favored by bonding-angle
energy considerations for all polymorphs except keatite, whose structure imposes stronger
geometrical constraints. The assembly rules proved surprisingly simple, even for crystal-
lographically complex ao-Si 3N4 and the highly over-connected SiC networks, and provide
an easily implemented method for rapidly erecting large crystalline models for subsequent
manipulation.
A description of local topology, based on a limited set of one-dimensional irreducible
rings and associated tetrahedra, has been shown to provide a useful structural unit-the lo-
cal cluster-for distinguishing all six crystalline polymorphs. Unlike the unit cell, to which
it presents a conceptually attractive alternative, the local cluster embodies all topological
properties of the crystal structure and is also applicable to non-crystalline structures. Struc-
tural density, while a function of displacive modification, was also found to correlate with
topology, larger rings and ring size distributions permitting denser structures.
More-or-less fully connected amorphous tetrahedral silica networks were shown to be
derivable from minor modifications of the crystal assembly rules and are easily optimized
using a simple spring model to represent tetrahedral distortions, steric exclusion codes to
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control density, and bond reformation algorithms to maximize connectivity. The local as-
sembly approach also emulates the stochastic progression of glass formation routes. Local
clusters for these amorphous structure models evidence local variations in topology in addi-
tion to distribution of bond-angles. Partial radial density functions derived from the amor-
phous structure models retained features of the crystals on which the modified rules were
based, but disparities increased with increasing topological deviation from the crystal struc-
ture. It is clear that many other topologically disordered structures are possible with further
rules modifications, which are being explored.
The similarity of the four silica cascade results provides at least circumstantial evidence
that the common density of metamict silicas has its origins in topological constraints. It
appears that the different regrowth schemes have minimal effect on the topology of the fi-
nal configurations, which suggests that the initial random disordering-which establishes
roughly the same starting condition for all precursor structures-is the largest driver in the es-
tablishing the eventual metamict configuration. It is known from diffraction measurements
of radiolytically (electron irradiation) amorphized quartz, cristobalite and tridymite [102]
that small differences in metamict structure persist, reflecting the different precursor ori-
gins, but the present results for cascade amorphization suggest that such differences may
be minimized in cascades. Indeed, significant differences in intermediate-range order are
found for electron- and neutron-amorphized quartz [102], though the requisite comparison
of neutron-amorphized cristobalite and neutron-amorphized quartz has not been made.
The appearance of larger rings at the expense of smaller rings points to the difficulty in
connecting up smaller circuits from a random starting configuration of tetrahedra. The pres-
ence of larger rings would be expected to densify a structure like vitreous silica or cristo-
balite which are initially dominated by 6-rings, because of the ability of larger rings to fold
back on themselves and pack more densely than 6-rings. The effect of rings larger than 8-
rings in quartz is more difficult to predict. What is clear from the local clusters and ring
statistics is that the cascade-amorphized quartz models end up with a more equitable distri-
bution of ring sizes and are no longer dominated by 8-rings; the ratio of small to large rings
therefore tips towards smaller rings, and a less dense structure is the expected consequence.
As found in assembly exercises where the initial offset angle was varied, density for
a given topology is also a function of the inter-tetrahedral angle achieved, a higher den-
sity resulting from a smaller Si-O-Si bond angle 0. While the average Si-O-Si bond angle
for cascade-amorphized a-quartz actually decreases (from 143.60 to 1390, Table 5.5), the
largest number of angles (peak in the distribution, Figure 5.26) occurs at a higher angle than
for undisordered a-quartz, predicting a lowering of the density.
That the computed density of the a-quartz models stays the same (the density of ide-
alized quartz rising to about the same value) suggests that the model cascades retain too
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much crystalline character; 8-rings still dominate the two quartz cascades (though not by
anything like so much as in crystalline quartz) and 6-rings the cristobalite cascade. One
reason is that the disordering step implemented does not allow for translation of the rotated
tetrahedra, so they remain in their original positions immediately prior to reconnection. The
reconnection thus generates an entity closer to a quasi-crystal (no orientational order, trans-
lational order retained) than a fully topologically-disordered arrangement. Idealized quartz
is at the low density extreme for quartz topology, and-provided the tetrahedron positions
are maintained-any tetrahedron rotations can only densify the structure. The model amor-
phization procedure thus needs to effect more translational disorder in addition to the orien-
tational disorder provided by tetrahedron rotations. A new procedure has been implemented
that allows for random translation of tetrahedra up to an Si-O bond length distance, which
should better eliminate the influence of precursor structure on cascade reconstruction and
allow dilatation of the quartz cascade.
A further procedural modification being tried is to let the cascade reconnect internally
while the boundary is still expanded, before relaxing and reconnecting the boundary to the
reconstructed cascade. Of course, the compressibilities of neither the model crystalline ma-
trix nor the model cascade are those of the real materials, and the actual final cascade density
will depend on both. Final refinement of the models by optimizing to a realistic potential
(for example, in subsequent molecular dynamics simulations with model atom coordinates
as starting configurations) will ultimately have to be carried out to provide more quantitative
predictions of density. It is qualitatively clear, however, that topological constraints alone
have a significant influence on the amorphization route and final metamict configurations.
Topological disorder was found relatively easy to propagate in SiO 2, during assembly
or in re-assembly following cascade disordering, and in Si 3N4 during assembly. SiC could
not be disordered in assembly without significant underconnection and tetrahedral distor-
tion, which could both prove energetically unacceptable. The modeling procedure provided
easy access to the relevant structural parameters of bond angles, density, topology and radial
correlations. The methodology demonstrates the extent to which topology alone may dic-
tate structural options and provides a low-cost complement-if not alternative-to full-blown
molecular dynamics approaches for modeling of network structures.
It should be emphasized that the cascade modeling procedure described does not attempt
to simulate atomistic processes occurring within a collision cascade but instead to explore
the topological possibilities for reconstruction. What the results point to is that the topol-
ogy of {4,2}-connected silica networks permits reconnection, after collisional disordering,
which can continue to propagate sterically-viable topological disorder without substantial
underconnection or tetrahedral distortion. In marked contrast, reconnection in Si 3N4 and
SiC produces much more underconnection, substantial tetrahedral distortion, and configu-
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rations which-while topologically allowable and technically non-intersecting-appear steri-
cally disastrous and unphysically random. While it appears possible to assemble a topolog-
ically disordered (albeit a little underconnected and very crystal-like) model of Si 3N4 using
modified local rules Section 5.1, it does not appear possible to reconnect randomly rotated
[SiN4 ] tetrahedra. In SiC, it does not appear possible even to assemble a viable amorphous
model, let alone cascade- amorphize a crystalline one.
One conclusion is that propagation of cascade-induced topological disorder in Si 3N4 and
in SiC is painful at best and comes with a large energy cost. Another is that the viability of
a-SiC is even less than that of a-Si 3N4 , however amorphized. The only other viable option
available to either is propagation of a topologically-ordered reconnection from the periph-
ery, which is presumably what occurs in Si 3N4 , a compound that has proven experimentally
very difficult to amorphize. The excess energy provided by underconnection and strain in
those reconnections that are successful provides a large driving force for recrystallization,
an alternative to which is not available as it is in silicas.
That SiC, in fact, experimentally amorphizes readily implies that the operating topolo-
gies are far different from those assumed in the cascade modeling. As suggested earlier,
introduction of chemical disorder in SiC yields local introduction of Si (or diamond) struc-
ture with effectively {4,2}-like topological constraints and f 0 0. The CSi antisite, locally
creating a [CC 4] tetrahedron of diamond, is favored energetically and has been found in MD
simulations of collision cascades in SiC [19] and detected recently in experimental EXAFS
and Raman spectra of ion-amorphized SiC [7]. Such an interpretation of SiC amorphizabil-
ity implies that a precondition is the establishment of critical antisite defect populations in
order to provide sufficient structural freedom to propagate topological disorder. These point
defects may anneal thermally at modest temperatures, possibly accounting for (or at least
contributing to) the 485 K and 498 K critical temperatures in ao- and 3-SiC [133, 132], and
are produced with higher presumed efficiency by fast-electron irradiation (effecting single
displacements instead of cascades), possibly explaining the lower (- 300 K) critical tem-
perature [65, 85] for electron irradiation-induced amorphization.
Apart from steric exclusion and optimization spring forces and torques, our cascade sim-
ulations model to no potential, and the constraints are purely topological. One consequent
limitation is that the computed densities of the amorphized regions cannot be critically com-
pared to experimental density measurements, because the imposed expansion of the con-
straining periphery has no exact physical basis. The complete set of coordinates obtained
can, however, be used as input to MD codes which can relax the structure enthalpically
with a realistic potential. The relaxed coordinates can then be used to compute density,
radial density correlation functions and elastic constants for comparison with experimen-
tal diffraction and mechanical property data. Atomistic modeling of amorphous networks
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requires angle-dependent forces, so the potentials are not simple [16]. Refinement of the
topological models in this way is nevertheless underway.
6.1 Future research
Molecular dynamics refinement of topological models
Local-rules based simulations generate general atom coordinates from which can be derived
not only radial density functions but also (by Fourier transformation) interference functions
that can be compared to experimental diffraction profiles. However, because topological
modeling does not model to a potential, save that effectively supplied by the vertex springs
and any repulsive forces applied, the models produced are not likely to be in a thermody-
namically lowest free energy configuration and cannot be compared directly to real configu-
rations. Our models do, nevertheless, reflect the dictates of topological constraints and so do
a good deal of the work that has to be done in molecular dynamics simulations. Therefore,
they make efficient starting configurations for subsequent MD refinement, using realistic
potentials.
Implementation of global ring distribution algorithms
In Section 4.2 we outline the algorithm suggested by Goetzke and Klein [38]. We sketch
an analysis of the time complexity of their approach, and whereas for a small sample of
local clusters, our algorithm is quite efficient, for global ring statistics, their algorithm is
clearly preferable. The addition of efficient enumeration of rings for the structures we pro-
duce would, of course, be an enhancement of the existing code. We would like to use the
ring counts computed by this algorithm to test for correctness as well as provide a formal
proof.
Eutaxy and cascade recrystallization
As indicated in Section 5.2, our computed cascade densities have turned out higher and the
RDFs more crystalline than we should have liked. Part of the difficulty is that the possibil-
ity of translation (apart form spring adjustments) during cascade reconnection has not been
incorporated into the regrowth algorithm. A second is that, apart from tetrahedron overlap
proscription, there is no specific steric repulsion term akin to the Si-Si repulsion conven-
tionally thought to govern Si-O-Si bond angles in silicas. Adding repulsion (described in
Appendix A but not yet tested) implements a principle known as eutaxy, first introduced by
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Michael O'Keeffe [95] which holds that what ultimately governs structure is not attractive
forces but repulsive forces; in ionic solids, for example, it is the like ions trying to get as far
away from each other as possible which governs the structural configuration. It is also our
contention that, by forcing our generated structures to stay more open in this way, we will
improve the connectivity of the models.
Reconnection pathways
Another way to attack underconnection is to investigate a procedure for finding "reconnec-
tion pathways" between pair of underconnected tetrahedra. This idea is loosely based on a
technique used in graph matching algorithms. The problem: we want to find a set of dis-
joint edges that maximally cover the nodes of the graph. If we partition our graph edges
into two sets, those that are matching edges and those that are currently unmatched, we can
make the following definitions: An "alternating path" is an odd path of edges in the original
graph which alternate between matched edges and unmatched edges (m-u-m-u-m-u-m). An
alternating path is an "augmenting path" if its two endpoints are unmatched. By exchanging
the edges on an augmenting path, we increase the size of our matching. We would like to
use a technique with a similar flavor to reduce underconnection.
Single displacement amorphization and percolation threshold
Our "kill and regrow" procedure attempts to simulate in-cascade amorphization where dis-
ordering displacements occur simultaneously. However, amorphization can occur from the
accumulation of single displacements, for example during electron irradiation or radioly-
sis or when (as suggested for SiC) amorphization takes place only when a critical density
of point defects is sustained through cascade overlap. The defects represent local loss of
constraints -for example an E' oxygen vacancy center in SiO 2 constitutes removal of a
constraint on two adjacent Si atoms. For marginally-constrained structures like silica, with
f = 0, removal of a single constraint in the network provides (theoretically) structural free-
dom for the network to rearrange, but of course, such a rearrangement would require an
enormous cooperative effort in redefining and rebonding many tetrahedra. In practice, there
is a critical local density of removed constraints which must be sustained to provide lo-
cal freedom for rearrangement. Exploration of the local accumulation of such missing net-
work linkages amounts to testing the rigidity and connectivity percolation thresholds for the
global structural freedom, which have been explored for simple two-dimensional triangular
nets (essentially {2,6} networks) [68]. Notably, rigidity percolation has a long-range com-
ponent in that a broken bond in one part of a network can affect rigidity in distant parts of
the network.
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We would like to explore critical local freedom in three-dimensional {4,2} tetrahedral
networks like silica as a function of the local density of removed constraints, modeled by
progressive local introduction of {3,2} polytopes, followed by the eventual reconnection in
altered topologies. If we consider breaking bonds one at a time, what we will have is sets
of pairs of neighboring 3-connected tetrahedra. In order to investigate what possible altered
structures can be realized, we would restrict reconnection. That is if tetrahedra a and b are
disconnected from eachother and tetrahedra c and d are likewise disconnected, we will say
that a and b are "taboo" to eachother as are c and d (that is, we will disallow them from
reconnecting). Then, if we can find reconnection pathways between a and d and b and c,
we may discover a feasible structure.
Modeling network structure of silicate, borosilicate and phosphate
glasses
Short-range, chemically-ordered polytopes are the starting point for network formation in
our modeling tool. [SiO 4] tetrahedra, [B0 4] tetrahedra and [BO 3] triangular coordination
polyhedra are the structural building blocks for borosilicate networks (and their crystalline
analogues): [P04 ] tetrahedra for phosphates. [BO 3] triangles and [SiO 4] (and [B0 4]) tetra-
hedra share each vertex with a second polytope, forming {3,2} and {4,2} networks, In phos-
phate glasses, only three of the four vertices of the [P0 4] tetrahedra are shared, like [BO3]
triangles generating essentially {3,2} networks, but perhaps more accurately {4,1.75} topo-
logical networks, since the geometric availability of the unbonded oxygen vertex for alterna-
tive rebonding must be considered during reconstruction (for example, during irradiation).
We have indicated the corresponding structural freedoms accorded these networks (Chap-
ter 2): the increased structural freedom of phosphate networks relative to silica networks is
evident in the ten-fold increase in amorphizability of Pb phosphates.
In networks, rings have been much explored in the topological modeling analysis. There
is evidence that the density is related to ring complement, and changes in ring topology can
be reflected in density changes, as supported by the results for silicas discussed in Chapter 4.
The correlation suggests that the structures of vitreous and irradiation-amorphized silicas
are-like the tridymite and cristobalite crystalline polymorphs-largely dominated by 6-
rings, a distribution generally confirmed by our assembly modeling studies and in molecular
dynamics [121] models. The energies of the silica inter-tetrahedral bond angle are fairly flat
until 3-ring configurations (130.50) are reached, so a distribution of ring sizes is expected.
The distribution may be spatially segregated by size, resulting in network structures which
are even less homogeneous. It is possible, for example, to envisage heterogeneous silica
structures in which delimited regions dominated by 6-rings are linked to each other by larger
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and smaller rings. Larger rings are responsible for the higher density of the denser silica
polymorphs because (unlike smaller, more rigid rings) they can fold back on themselves,
and the densification of vitreous silica by irradiation could arise from opening up of 6-rings
to larger rings at regional boundaries. In B20 3 glass, the boroxyl 3-rings, comprising three
corner-sharing [BO3] triangles, purportedly make up the greater pan of the structure [136].
In phosphate glasses, linear chains are a more prominent feature than rings [105].
Our modeling codes have been written in such a general way that they can easily deal
with [BO 3] triangles and 3-connected [PO4 ] tetrahedra, as well as {4,4}-connected [SiO 4 ]
and [BO4] tetrahedra. The formation of non-bridging oxygens in alkali silicates adjacent
to alkali modifiers can be dealt with in similar fashion to 3-connected [PO4] tetrahedra in
phosphates. We would like to explore the topological controls on the assembly of [BO3] tri-
angles in B2 0 3 networks, 3-connected [P0 4 ] tetrahedra in P20 5 networks, and 3-connected
[SiO4] in alkali silicates (where the alkali is treated as bound to a NBO and can bind to
up to 5 other NBOs). Next, we could explore co-assembly of [BO3] triangular and 3- or
4-connected [SiO4 ] and [BO 4] tetrahedral mixed polytopes in alkali borosilicate glasses.
This mixed polytope case is not so different from the treatment of mixed conformational
proteins in virus shell assembly[5]; the assembly can be carried out by random polytope
addition in stoichiometric proportions or with a segregation bias. An analogous treatment
in co-assembly of 3-connected [PO4 ] with the [FeO 6 ] octahedra likely found in the pro-
posed bon phosphate waste glasses or or 8 9-fold oxygen-coordinated Pb ions found in the
lead phosphate glasses previously investigated [116] is more problematical because of the
edge- and face-sharing involved and is better dealt with in the kinetic rules-based model-
ing scheme outlined next. Local cluster and bond angle analysis will be carried out in these
simulations, as for the silica, nitride and carbide glass models described in this thesis.
Kinetic rules-based modeling
Local rules-based topological approaches and molecular dynamics approaches are at oppo-
sites ends of a modeling spectrum. In the first, interatomic potentials are in evidence only
insofar as polytope connection spring forces and torques enforce topological preferences
and steric exclusion repulsive forces are needed to prevent polytope overlap in the second,
topology arises out of energy minimization as an afterthought. One approach is a hybrid
approach which, for want of a better term, might be called kinetic rules-based modeling. In
this approach [106, 107], the basic bond abstraction is extended with the notion of binding
kinetics, in that the structural entities are set in motion and can bind or not bind according
to bond energy preferences and also local rules stipulations. The objects assembling can be
atoms or can be larger coordination units, as in our tetrahedron assembly, which attach to
each other. The procedure is a little like doing simple molecular dynamics with foreknowl-
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edge of the network topological preferences.
The kinetic rules modeling approach is a natural one for simulating cascades in network
structures, because it allows for the translation of polytypic units (and therefore, allows an-
tisite disorder in SiC) during initial disordering and rebonding that we need to build into our
cascade simulations.
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Appendix A
Implementation
This appendix describes the basic components of the simulator in detail and provides an
overview of the major algorithms used. This code is derived from the virus shell toolkit
developed by Berger, Muir and Schwartz.
A.1 Polyhedron Abstraction
The basic unit in every simulator model is the polyhedral node which consists of an atom
of one type located at the center of a regular polyhedron and four atoms of another type
located at each of its vertices. The parameters that can vary between models include the
center atom type, the vertex atom type, the vertex degree (the number of other nodes that can
connect at a vertex), and the polyhedron degree (the number of vertices in the polyhedron).
In addition, for a given model the user can define multiple node types and how they attach
to each other. For example, in Chapter 3 in the description for the rules of quartz, there was
shown a representation of a node in a model of Si0 2 that has a polyhedron degree of four
and a vertex degree of one.
Each polyhedral node has a data structure associated with it that keeps track of infor-
mation needed for the simulation. This includes the coordinates of the center of the node,
vectors to each of its corners for the center, rotation vectors, its polyhedral degree and max-
imum number of neighbors, optimal bond angles for each of its neighbors, and pointers to
each of its neighbors. Much of this information is derived from the local rules detailed in
the next section and is used for breadth first growth as discussed in Section A.5.1.
A.2 Local Rules
Local rules are an important element of the simulator. They control both the process of
adding a new node to the structure as well as interactions between pre-existing nodes. They
are specified by the user in a rules file as described in Section A.4.1 and are loaded in before
The work reported in this appendix is joint work with Vinay Pulim and will be published in his SM thesis.
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Figure A.1: Main window of the graphical user interface.
a simulation starts. A rules file lists every type of node and the set of local rules associated
with them. The first component of the local rules is a definition of the position and orien-
tation of the initial node. This definition is used during the building of a new structure to
decide how to orient the first node. The second component is listing of transformations that
specify how to add a new neighboring node at each of its vertices. In the simulator, these
transformations are stored in an array of matrices, one for each neighbor of each corner of
each node type.
When adding new nodes, the matrix associated with a given node's neighbor is applied
to a copy of that node to rotate and translate it into the correct position. In a sense, a clone
is made of the parent node and then transformed relative to the parent. In addition, three
dimensional array also store information about neighbors' node types and corner numbers.
The local rules also indirectly specify the optimal bond angle and torque angle between a
given node and each of its neighbors. The simulator calculates these angles by actually
growing a temporary structure with a root node of the current node type and then adding
each of neighbors while measuring the resulting bond angles.
Local rules are also used during growth to attach pre-existing nodes together. When two
nodes are within a sufficient distance from each other, the simulator checks their types and
determines whether or not they can attach to each other under their local rules. In addition,
during optimization steps, nodes are transformed relative to each other to in sure the bond
angles between them are as close to the optimal bond angles as possible.
A.3 The Graphical User Interface
A.3.1 Buttons
The user interacts with the simulator through a graphical user interface. The main window
is shown in Figure A. 1. It consists of a rules box and twenty buttons which control the sim-
ulation. The function of each of the components is explained in this section.
The rules box simply displays the name of the primary rules set being used in the current
simulation. Any operations performed that do not ask the user to specify a rules set will use
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the ones displayed in the rules box.
The first row of buttons beneath the rules box are used to control the user's viewpoint
within the graphics display. The "rot x", "rot y", and "rot z" buttons rotate the viewpoint
around each of the three coordinate axes. In addition, the "recenter" button is used to re-
turn the viewpoint to the default position along the positive y-axis with the positive z-axis
pointing upwards and the positive x-axis pointing to the left.
The next row contains the ring viewing buttons which are only useful after a local cluster
has been computed. The "first ring" button displays the first ring in the local cluster, and the
"next ring" and "prev ring" buttons cycle through the rest of the rings.
The bottom row contains the "highlight" button, which displays the current structure
with underbound nodes highlighted in green, as well as the "regrow" button which draws
only the regrow region on the graphics displays after a collision cascade has been computed.
The "new rules" button allows the user to read in a new set of rules. These rules will
affect only new nodes added to the existing structure and will not change the rules associated
with nodes that are already present. This is useful for the simulation of collision cascades
which require two sets of rules, one for the original structure and another for the regrow
region. The simulator searches for rules files in the current directory as well as the "rules"
subdirectory.
The "save" button writes the contents of the current simulation to a data file, including
the simulations parameters, the location and states of all of the nodes, their corresponding
adjacency matrix, and the rules associated with each node. The button first prompts the
user for a file name before continuing. The "load" button reads in a data file and updates
the graphics display to show the newly loaded simulation. By default, the simulator saves
and loads files from a subdirectory with the same name as the currently loaded rules set.
The "grow" button adds nodes to the simulation using the currently loaded rules set. It
first prompts the user for the number of nodes to add before continuing. The "grow +1"
button is very similar to the "grow" button except that it does not prompt the user and it
only adds one node to the simulation. This is useful for a step-by-step visualization of a
simulation.
The "kill/regrow" button begins a collision cascade simulation. The user is prompted
for the size of the cascade. The resulting simulation will depend on the options set and
(newly) defined rules file (the cascade nodes are subjected to the last rules set loaded before
the "kill/regrow" button was pressed). See Section A.5.7 for details about the kill/regrow
procedure.
Figure A.2 shows the sub-window of the "options" button. This sub-window contains
various simulation parameters that the user can change. These include the turning on or off
of graphics, optimization, spinodal decomposition during regrowth, and VRML output. In
addition, the user can set various constants such as the spring constant, depth of search for
rings, optimization threshold, radial distribution function (RDF) radius, bond lengths, and
molar masses.
The "statistics" button brings up a sub-window listing various operations that can be
performed on the simulation (shown in Figure A.2. The "node number" button will create
a local cluster for the node entered into the text box. The "sample size" button will create
local clusters for a random sampling of nodes with the sample size specified in the text box.
Furthermore, the "distances" button will calculate RDF distances for a random sampling
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Figure A.2: The options (left) and stats (right) sub-windows.
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of nodes. The "bond stats" button will calculate a variety of statistics such as the bond an-
gle distribution, bond lengths, and the number of underbound nodes. Finally, the "density"
button will calculate the approximate density of the current structure.
The last two buttons, "clear" and "quit" perform the obvious operations of destroying
the current structure and exiting the program.
A.3.2 Graphics Display
The graphics display provides the user with a three dimensional visual representation of the
simulation. Each node is represented by a shaded yellow polyhedron, except for the root
node which is shaded red and underbound nodes which are shaded green. However, during
local cluster ring displays, the color scheme changes slightly. Nodes in the local cluster will
be shaded light blue and the currently highlighted ring will be dark blue. In every display,
springs which connect polyhedra at their corners will always be represented by red lines.
The graphics in the simulator are produced using the OpenGL graphics library, OpenGL
is available on a variety of platforms and allows for very portable code without a loss in
graphics quality. In addition, the simulator allows the user to disable graphics so that it is
still possible to run simulations on platforms that lack the proper support.
Although the graphics display is very useful for visualizing simulations, it does act as a
bottleneck during the simulation, especially when one is dealing with large structures. The
simulator may have to wait for the graphics to be displayed before continuing calculations.
To solve this problem, the user can disable the graphics display before a simulation is run
and then re-enable the display once it is complete.
A.4 Data Files
The simulator uses three types of data files: rules files, grow files, and VRML files. Rules
files define each node type, describe how they interact, and set up an initial node. Grow files
contain the entire state of a simulation and can be used to interrupt a simulation and resume
it at a later time. VRML files are similar to grow files except they only contain enough data
to reconstruct a graphical representation of the simulation., and they are only readable by
VRML browsers and OpenInventor compatible viewers. Data such as simulation parame-
ters, adjacency information, and rules are not saved with VRML files. This section describes
each file type and provides an overview of their implementation.
A.4.1 Rules Files
Figure 3.1 shows a sample rules file. The first line of the file specifies the number of node
types. The second line determines the degree of the polyhedron for the first node type as well
as the number of neighbors at each corner. In this case, the node type is a tetrahedron whose
corners are each seeking one neighbor. The third line specifies whether or not the polyhe-
dron is regular, and if it is not then the initial corner coordinates must be specified. The
fourth line gives an initial rotation applied to the initial node. Rotations are specified by a
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series of rotations around the coordinates axis of the form "< axis 1> <degrees 1> < axis2>
<degrees2> ...<axisN> <degreesN>;" where "axisN" is one of "x", "y", or "z" and de-
greesN is the number of degrees to rotate around the specified axis. The remaining lines
specify rules for each corner. In the example, the first of these lines gives the rule for corner
0, which is connected to corner 1 of a node of type 0. This is followed by a rotation of that
neighboring tetrahedron. The information in lines 2-8 is repeated for each node type.
A.4.2 Grow Files
Grow files are binary files and therefore are not directly readable by a text viewer. This is
done in order to conserve disk space and to allow for faster saving and loading of files. The
first element of a grow file is the version number of the simulator used to create it. This in-
formation is used by the simulator to insure that the grow file is compatible with the current
version. The version number is followed by information about the nodes, such as the num-
ber of node types, the polyhedron degree of each type of node, the number of neighbors at
each corner, and the number of nodes. Next is a listing of every node and all of the informa-
tion associated with each one. This includes such information as the node's location and the
rules associated with the node. After this, the grow file contains a listing of the adjacency
information which specifies how each nodes connects to its neighbors. This is followed by
the listing of the kill region nodes, if any, and finally the pre-computed distance matrix, if
it exists.
A.4.3 VRML Files
VRML file provide an easy way to export the graphics displayed by the simulator to other
viewers. They contain VRML code that describes the location and orientation of each node
in the simulation and no other information. The VRML files can be read by any VRML 1.0
compatible viewer, which includes all VRML browsers as well as OpenInventor compatible
viewers. To create VRML output files, the VRML option must be checked in the options
menu.
A.5 Major Algorithms
A.5.1 Breadth First Growth
New nodes are added to the structure in breadth first order. That is, the corners of older
nodes are filled before corners of the newer nodes, similar to the way a breadth first search
of a tree checks all of the nodes on one level before moving down to the next level. For
instance, assume the simulator is currently working on the parent node A, which has four
unfilled corners. It would first try to fill all of node A's corners before attempting to fill the
corners of any of its children. This breadth first order insure that the growing structure is
well balanced and symmetric, and it models how glass actually grows in nature.
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The breadth first growth is actually implemented by a queue which initially contains just
the root node. This node is then removed and each of its corners are checked to see if they
can attach to nearby nodes. Since this is the first node it will not have any neighbors so new
nodes are added to each of its corners. These new nodes are then added to the end of the
queue. The first node in the queue is then removed and each of its corners are checked for
neighbors, and if none exist then nodes are added to each of its corners. These new nodes are
then added to the end of the queue, and the next node is removed form the head of the queue.
This process is continued until either the queue is empty or the maximum number of nodes
has been reached. During the procedure nodes, some problems may arise. For instance, no
neighboring nodes may exist near an unfilled corner of a node and there may not enough
room to add a new node. In this case, nearby bonds may have to be broken and reattached
to accommodate the new node. A detailed explanation of the breadth first growth algorithm
is given here in pseudo-code:
queue is initialized to empty
if no nodes exist in the structure
add new node to queue
else
for each node i in the structure
if node i has an unfilled slot
add node i to queue
end
end
end
while queue is not empty
remove node i from the head of the queue
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if k is empty
try to attach a nearby node
if no nearby node could be attached
add a new node to node i at slot k
if successful
add the new node to tail of queue
else
try to break and reattach to a nearby node
end
end
optimize the structure
end
end
end
end
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A.5.2 Ring Finding and Local Clusters
A local cluster for a given node is composed of the set of all nodes in every primitive ring
that passes through that node. A primitive ring for a given node is determined by finding
the shortest path through existing nodes from one vertex of the node back to another vertex
of the node. One or more primitive rings can exist for each pair of vertices of a given node.
A ring is calculated by performing a breadth first search of all nodes branching off from one
vertex of the given node and ending when that node is hit again during the search. The user
can specify the depth of the breadth first search to optimize speed. Many rings go through
a node, called a test node for clarification, but a ring is only primitive if for each node in the
ring the shortest path to the test node is through the nodes in the ring. To aid in primitive ring
calculations, a distance matrix is calculated first. It contains graph distances between every
pair of nodes. The graph distance between a pair of nodes is equal to the number of nodes
in between the two nodes plus one. Initially, the simulator calculated the distance matrix
for the entire structure but this proved to be a very time consuming operation. Therefore,
a new data structure know as a local distance matrix was devised to improve the speed of
calculations.
A.5.3 Local Distance Matrices
A local distance matrix (LDM) is very similar to a normal distance matrix except in the way
that it is calculated and in the amount of information that it contains. An LDM only contains
enough information to calculate a local cluster for a single test node. More specifically, it
contains the distances between the test node and all other nodes that are reachable through a
breadth first search to a user specified depth. Since every primitive ring through the test node
is a subset of this set, no more information is need than is contained within an LDM. The
speedup in execution time by using LDM in place of an entire distance matrix is immense
without any loss in accuracy.
A.5.4 Density Calculations
The simulator uses two methods for computing density. The first method simply samples
several spherical regions within a structure and averages the densities computed within each
one. This method is very fast without much loss in accuracy. The second method computes
a convex hull around the entire structure and then computes the enclosed volume and mass,
and from this the density. This method, although it is slower and less accurate, is useful for
computing the density of an entire structure (not just regions within it). This method is less
accurate because it is extremely difficult to compute the convex hull of extremely porous
structures.
A.5.5 Optimization
The simulation uses a simple spring model to represent the forces between nodes. Each node
is connected to each of its neighbors with a single spring. During each step of optimization
the springs are relaxed and allowed to exert various forces on the nodes. The basic forces are
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translational forces, rotational forces, bending forces, and twisting forces. The translational
force exerted by a spring pulls the center of mass of a polyhedral node along the spring's
axis. The translational forces applied to each of the node's corners are averaged and applied
to the center of the node, changing only its position but not affecting its orientation. The
rotational force exerted by a spring rotates the node around its center allowing its corner to
get closer to its neighbor. These forces are also averaged and rotate the node accordingly.
The bending forces do not result directly from the springs. Rather, they are forces created
to push bond angles between adjacent nodes closer to the optimal bond angle determined
by the rules. The bending force can be thought of as a force exerted by a bent spring that is
trying to return to its original low energy state. Finally, the twisting forces are forces that
attempt to push the torque between two nodes connected by a spring to an optimal torque
angle that has already been computed from the rules.
Since the polyhedral nodes are abstractions of physical structures they are subject to sev-
eral constraints. Most importantly, the polyhedron represented by an individual node must
remain rigid during the course of a simulation. In addition, the angle formed by two neigh-
boring polyhedra is limited by both a minimum and a maximum value since bonds cannot
bend past certain thresholds. Finally, due to steric constraints polyhedra cannot overlap or
intersect each other. The simulator ensures that none of these constraints are violated during
the course of an experiment.
As mentioned earlier in Section A.5.1, during growth there is sometimes not enough
room for a new node to be inserted. In this case, nodes near the current parent node must be
broken apart and reattached to either the parent node or other nearby nodes. This procedure
involves searching for a pair of nodes whose point of attachment is closest to the parent
node's current corner. These nodes are then broken apart and one of them is reattached to
this corner. The other node can either attach to another corner of the parent node or it can
rejoin the breadth first growth queue and later attach to another free node. This breaking
and reattaching greatly reduces the number of underbound nodes when growing an irregular
glass structure and during collision cascades. The optimization algorithm is summarized
here:
while total spring energy > threshold
for each node i in structure
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
calculate forces on slot k of corner j of node i
apply forces to node i and move it accordingly
place node i in the correct bucket
end
end
end
calculate total spring energy of structure
end
The forces acting on a given slot are calculated as follows:
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dir is the translational force vector
torqs is the array of rotational torque vectors
initialize dir to the zero vector
initialize torqs to empty
add a radial expansion force to dir if performing a collision cascade
if slot is not empty
get node i connected to slot
if spring to node i is too long then break it and return
calculate offset to node i from slot
add a force proportional to offset to dir
calculate torque vector resulting from offset and add to torqs
determine optimal bond angle by averaging angles from both nodes
calculate torque vector needed to reach optimal bond angle
add it to torqs
calculate torque vector needed to reach optimal twist angle
add it to torqs
perform a nearest neighbor search from current slot
for each node j in nearest neighbor list
for each corner k of node j
if k is within repulsion threshold and all of its slots are full
calculate torque needed to repulse slot from corner k
add it to torqs
else if k has an empty slot
calculate torque needed to attract slot to corner k
add it to torqs
end
end
end
end
A.5.6 Buckets and Nearest Neighbor Search
A time consuming step during growth and optimization is searching for nodes that are within
a certain distance of a given node. Initially, this was accomplished by calculating the dis-
tance to every node in the structure and checking whether or not it was within the required
threshold. However, as structures get very large, the time required to perform this calcu-
lation grows very quickly. To solve this problem, the simulator implements buckets, sub-
divisions of the simulation workspace which keep track of every node within its region.
Using buckets, to find neighboring nodes, the simulator only needs to search neighboring
buckets instead of searching the entire structure. They allow for a nearest neighbor search
time that grows linearly with the size of the structure. A single bucket is implemented by
the following structure:
structure {
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size: integer
list: array of nodes
} Bucket
The global variables b_width, b_height, and bdepth determine the dimensions of the
three dimensional array containing all of the buckets in the simulation. In addition, the
global variable b_size determines the dimensions of the cubical volume of each bucket.
When a node is added to the structure it is assigned to the bucket containing the space which
the node is in. The actual insertion of the node into the bucket is accomplished by adding
the node to the bucket structure's list element and incrementing its size element.
Buckets allow for extremely fast nearest neighbor searches, on the order of 0(1). The
actual algorithm used to find the nodes near a node n is given here:
let r be the search radius from node n
let buckets be the array containing all buckets intersected by
a sphere s of radius r centered at node n
for each bucket b in buckets
for each node i in b
if the coordinates of node i are within sphere s
add i to nearest neighbor list
end
end
end
return nearest neighbor list
A.5.7 Collision Cascades
Collision cascades simulate the effects of irradiation on a structure. The simulator performs
collision cascades using two different methods. The first method, recrystallization, removes
all the nodes within the affected region and then adds new nodes to the boundary until the
vacuum is filled. New nodes are added according to a different set of rules from those used
to grow the original structure. A common action sequence that a user might follow is to first
grow a large structure using rules set A, remove a fifth of the nodes located in the center of
structure, load a new rules set B, and then regrow the deleted nodes. A description of the
recrystallization algorithm follows:
queue is initialized to empty
for each node i in the irradiated region
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if the node attached at slot k is outside the irradiated
region and it is not already in queue then add it to
queue
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end
end
end
end
for each node i in the irradiated region
remove node i from structure
end
while queue is not empty
remove node i from the head of the queue
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if k is empty
try to attach a nearby node
if no nearby node could be attached
add a new node to node i at slot k
if successful
add the new node to tail of queue
else
try to break and reattach to a nearby node
end
end
optimize the structure
end
end
end
end
for each node i in the structure
if node i has an unfilled slot then add it to the queue
end
while queue is not empty
remove node i from the head of the queue
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if k is empty
try to attach a nearby node
if no nearby node could be attached
try to break and reattach to a nearby node
end
optimize the structure
end
end
end
end
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In future versions of the simulator, a variant of the algorithm will be implemented which
gradually changes the rules as one moves from the boundary to the center of the irradiated
region. Node that are close to the boundary will grow new nodes according to rules that are
very similar to the original rules. However, nodes closer to the center will follow the newer
rules.
The second method of performing collision cascades is spinodal decomposition. This
method involves disturbing the nodes in the irradiated region by breaking all bonds and
randomly rotating and offsetting nodes. Then, the nodes are allowed to move and reattach
themselves using a different rules set until all bonds are reformed. The algorithm used for
spinodal decomposition is as follows:
for each node i in the irradiated region
disturb node i by translating and rotating it slightly
end
queue is initialized to empty
for each node i in the structure
if node i has an unfilled slot then add it to the queue
end
while queue is not empty
remove node i from the head of the queue
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if k is empty
try to attach a nearby node
if no nearby node could be attached
try to break and reattach to a nearby node
end
optimize the structure
end
end
end
end
for each node i in the structure
if node i has an unfilled slot then add it to the queue
end
while queue is not empty
remove node i from the head of the queue
for each corner j of node i
for each slot k of corner j
if k is empty
try to attach a nearby node
if no nearby node could be attached
try to break and reattach to a nearby node
end
optimize the structure
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end
end
end
end
The best method to use for collision cascades varies between structures and it is up to
the user to decide which is better.
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